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'Words and Dreams—Dart 12 
(Reflections of a Fish out of'Water 
Welcome to LitMag, 1995-1996! You have in your hands the gateway to a 
spectrum of dreams and thoughts both profound and entertaining. Rarely does this 
community come together in a mix so eclectic to produce a single outstanding work 
of art which is, in turn, offered back to the community. Whatever you are seeking 
herein, you will not be disappointed. 
It is a common misconception that so-called "literary magazines" are tightly 
dominated by a few cognoscenti who feel insulted if any of the 'unwashed masses' 
claim to understand their sublime musings. LitMag's approach is vastly different. 
Mixing both academic and 'street' poetry, fiction and artwork, we have created a 
book with an appeal to the entire community. We are not here to make you, the 
reader, feel left out, or to demean you. 
We're here to make you one of us. 
Nan Sweet, our wonderful Faculty Advisor, has always reminded us that this 
is a book both by and for the students. All of the students. No one is disqualified 
from LitMag, be it from reading the book, submitting work, or working in the 
organization. If a Chemistry student can rise to be Directing Editor, so can students 
of Economics, Politics, Language, Psychology, or even your own field of study. 
Which brings me to my point: 
Get Involved in LitMag! 
There is room in our organization for more people even than we have now. 
And with many of us leaving after this year, we need your involvement desperately. 
1 won't kid you about the work, or the time involved, but the breadth and character 
ot the people in this organization make it all worthwhile. And there are positions to 
fit almost any schedule. It truly is the people of this organization that make it work. 
Finally, I would like to thank those people from this year who are giving you 
this book: The crafters of words and images who bravely submitted material, 
whether selected or not (you were all braver than I); The producers of the magazine 
who ensured that the pages contained the work, not constrained it; The performers 
who brought their efforts to life before our senses and souls; And the people, both 
inside and out, who have kept our ship afloat on a sea increasingly more hostile 
towards the arts. And, especially, to you, our reader, our supporter, and a future 
member of our organization. Thank you! 
(Bo6 Fritchey, Directing Fditor 
Steven M. Thomas 
Lee (Remembers His Men 
I sometimes think what the world 
Knows of nobility would fit 
In a girl's thimble. 
Because I wore tailored grey 
And was something called a general 
The world ascribed nobility to me 
But I will tell you what nobility is: 
To be half naked and three quarters starved 
And completely defeated long ago 
In real terms and yet fight on 
With courage and resourcefulness; 
To come forward at dusk 
With a hard jewel of information 
Or a ruse grown out of the landscape 
And weather as excited and eager as if 
The matter still hung in the balance; 
To stop chattering teeth 
By biting on a sassafras twig 
And take steady aim still 
To make each blast 
Of precious powder count 
Against the tally of our blue brothers 
Though the tally is overwhelming, growing, invincible; 
To say: "No Sir, General, we don't want rest. 
We can beat those Pennsylvania fools to the ridge if we try." 
When boots are rotted through and the road stained red; 
Those are things I call noble and I was there. 
The world ascribed nobility to me 
Because 1 rode a fine stallion 
And was skilled in the science of war 
But it was them, those boys 
Without knowledge of many books 
Who knew their duty like a prayer. 
They were the ministering spirits 
Of the victories, and when I rode down 
At last into the gloomy hell of defeat 
They were as legions of angels 
On my right and left, the bright 
Breast plates of their love 
Shielding me from doom. 
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Those not im·iled to death' ·urpnsc 
Are scattered no\, in cabms b} creeks 
And brick houses in cities b} n\ers 
Remembering as I remember 
The war of the heart di\ ided, 
Smelling in the morrung air 
.i\s the} go do\,n through "'ct grass 
To fiJI buckets the mells 
Of camps and marches, 
Seeing as they go out on bus} trccts 
In the faces of younger brothers 
And the faces of sons and daughters 
The faces of the fallen, the risen 
In whose eyes our great army 
Is still gathered glorious, glorious 
Be} ond the moon and stars, 
Hearing often as I hear 
In the changes of the wind 
The hopeful sorrow of bugles. 
Those soldiers \.\ ere, perhaps 
A rC\Clation to the Almighty 
Concerning the capabilities of men. 
Without them I would have been nothing 
But an old fool, stubborn and dead. 
\II I did v.as see the bra\e bodies buried 
When God in his \.\i dom gave time 
\nd lead the remnant Life till enlisted 
To pril's biller farewell. 
The \\Orld ascribed noblJil} to me 
Because I had \\hile half 
And a olemn look 
But "hat the \\Orld know· about It 
\\'ould flt m a girl's thimble 




Sturdy fingers that once 
Rocked you to sleep 
Long nails that combed 
Pressed your hair. 
Scrubbed, cooked and fixed things 
Held you and cleaned everything! 
Brown knuckles that pinch 
Hold hands to pray ... for a miracle 
Throw up hands and shout "Lord!" 
Picking cotton, Boiling clothes 
Sweeping floors, Moving mountains 
Frost bitten fingers, joint out of socket 
Washed White babies, Black babies 
Everyone's babies 
What would we do, without those 




The crystal cutglass ro ebowl re ts 
Upon the oaken washstand. 
Tulips in scarlet and 
lris in white 
Rise amid emerald leaves 
Filling the bm"l. 
Light reflects across the facets 
Like a prism. 
r think of Grandmother 
In her blue gingham housedress 
Reaching out her tiny hands, 
To caress the clear container, 
And I am unable to distinguish 
If the sparkle comes from the Cf}Stal 








All the Xs reminded me of 
X-Mas, 
And it occurred to me, 
They put in the 
X 
When 





Days are longer 
now, the darkness shorter, 
than when you left. The grey 
has lifted; I start to 
feel again. But 
the sun lies 
about its warmth, 
on a winter's day. 
1 go outside 
only to be hit 
with icy blasts 
of arctic air. 
And I'm reminded again 
of you. 
CjaiC'McNatty 
Loss of Spring 
Lying dead on this deserted road 
the robin will never see the spring 
it heralds, its crimson breast 
pointing to the sky. 
What omen has he delivered of this spring 
about to be? 
Now I remember the other 
taken much too soon who 
also will not see this spring: 
its early hyacinth poking through 
the thawing soil or its daffodils 
smiling in the gentle rains. 
Lying in a box beneath the earth 
she will never see this season turn 
She will never hear the breeze 
among the virgin leaves 
or smell the lilac or taste 
the first strawberries from the field. 
Om this spring be as sweet, as those 
that have come before 
now without my friend 
to share in its delight? 
hkehfaHPS She S returnlng home, hkei the migration of the geese 
'S °n,y-that's bound 
oy earthly pam and beauty 






No one played the grand piano 
much when 1 was a child. 
It was more an element of decor, 
a conversation piece, 
than a musical instrument. 
The piano was something 
that when Mother was in a lenient mood, 
we could drape blankets over 
until they touched the ground 
and we could hide from the world. 
Once Mother played hymns 
from an old book 
just to show us she could. 
The rest of us refused 
to practice our lessons 
and she grew tired 
of throwing her money away. 
Opus II 
He sat at the ivory keyboard 
that he loved more than he loved me 
playing music that came from 
his head, his heart. 
He'd lean into the keys, listening 
with his perfect pitch, skipping 
around the notes out of tune. 
Sometimes I sat beside him 
on the black bench 
watching his slender hands move 
up and down the scales. 
He didn't complain of the closeness 
as ?m, a'"' but seemed more free as I moved to a softer couch 
and watched from a distance. 
It was best when 
we had the house to ourselves 
Icotdd pretend that the music 
was for me, 1 could kiss the 
back of his neck, though he never 
responded until the music was gone. 
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Opus III 
The piano rests against a wall 
in the room that is seldom used. 
It seemed at the time we bought it 
a good idea, a piano, 
something for the girls 
and something I wanted, 
though only an imitation 
of the elegance 
I was trying to reproduce— 
like everything else. 
The piano, a refinished oak player 
with its self-playing mechanism 
long ago removed, was surely 
the life of a party 
in its early days. 
Now only "Heart and Soul" 
is pounded out by a passing child. 
Each child in turn gave up lessons 
just as I had, though sooner 
because I was less insistent 
than my mother, and less able 
to pay for a dream. 
<Diana (Davis 
Hie Christmas Carolers 
Snow fell silently in the lane. Great big flakes, bringing the ] 
swiftly down, to coat the walk. In breezeless silence, it fell, firsi 
rimming, then covering the shrubs and grass, as well as lining t 
tree limbs growing sixty feet into the air surrounding the old bi 
and cedar-shake house. 
The front door flew open, and Karen emerged, her short bio 
hair tied in a bandanna, a feather duster stuck in the back pock 
her blue jeans. She was a slight woman, 41 years old, with a figi 
that other women envied. Only the thickening at her waist and< 
slight heaviness ol her breast told an experienced eye that she I 
borne children. 
She flailed her dustmop, striking it on the top of thebaniste 
discard tiny particles of dust. Snow now fell so heavily that she 
could imagine being inside a water-globe. Giving the mop a last 
clank, she flew back into the house, sailing the door closed behi 
her. 
She removed her feather duster, laid it on the hallseat, them 
ownstairs. Her hand slid along the bannister, smooth fromyeai 
v\ ear an polish. She rummaged beneath the steps, uncovered a 
garland and poinsettia, and lugged it outside to tb 
f li 1 ffnri rK°PP1^g *1 dctwecn the window and the front door, she 
broadly ^ fCC vet bow' backed away to see the effect and sm 
ran nnnnTif hCF Ste^S' she rctrieved a pine cone wreath, which: 
stairs thon Ung,on door. She backed to the top of the porch 
the edge of th" i °Wn 3nd turncd swiftly at mid-yard, then dashe 
from the street AlHhrthe diSplay lo°ked when appr0aC 
"Yes!" shp m..r 5 Vle,ws were Pleasing to her artist's eye. 
catching snowflni.- mUrCu' a cbdd» sde opened her mouth, 
ning back to the house" tongue' then laughed aloud while run 
grabbed'the^eather^ C?ld and caugllt UP i*1 excitement, she 
the lamp shades and rho^  began Poking dust off the furnin 
spider ran from the shnH woodw°rk over the doorways. A little wl 
gap behind the woodwork 7 the duster, then came out fromth 
survived the assault Tho r ° u°e the web d dad been spinning! 
spider returned to work nrl't'h 7.had missed its creation, so the 
Karen polished tho hS? ddicate threads. 
candles in the candelabra nn~*Tandi£iano and Placed bayberry 
'"Kertips, rejoicing in their wa^ caressin8 the tapers with h 
01 bayberry through the air The heat of her skin ser 
• She inhaled in delight. What fur 
would be to sing tonight, she thought, as she picked up the comics, 
toy cars and other objects that the children had left strewn behind. 
Next, Karen pulled out the upright vacuum. She plugged in the 
cord and vacuumed both the oriental rug by the fireplace and the 
runner down the hall. The field mouse that had set up housekeeping 
within the wall cringed in terror at the racket and vibrations. Its 
terror was relieved when Karen pressed the pedal to stop the beater-
bars and returned the machine to the closet. 
She then went around the living room, carefully straightening 
and tucking in the flowered-chintz throws, which hid the badly-
worn, stuffed furniture beneath. None of the upholstery covers 
matched, but with her artist's eye, Karen had selected random 
patterns, presenting a pleasing riot of harmonious color. Each 
wingchair flanking the fireplace also held a large knitted afghan. 
When she sat up with a sick child, she would wrap them both in the 
cover so they would be toasty warm. She carefully folded the color­
ful afghans and draped them on the backs of the chairs. 
The mantle held the nativity creche complete with the Holy 
Family, the magi and the shepherds. Sheep, whose legs had been 
broken off by the children and reglued by Karen, stood sentinel at 
the Christ child's manger. The nativity was surrounded with a 
variety of candles and angels set among dried baby's breath, which 
added a bit of softness to the scene and hid the maimed lamb's legs 
as well. She lightly dusted the statues. 
Karen made another trip downstairs, through the walk-out 
garage, and brought up evergreen sprigs. She wished she could have 
afforded to buy a real tree, but since she couldn't, she filled an old 
basket with pine boughs and placed it beside the wingchair. Heat 
released the scent of Christmas that she loved. She sat down in the 
wingchair and snapped some of the evergreen needles to circulate 
the aroma more quickly so that her guests might enjoy the scent 
that evening. 
It was such fun to decorate for a crowd, she thought, especially 
since the hiatus following the divorce. She had expected the lapse in 
companionship. Her sister had warned her that a divorced woman 
would be excluded by friends still within the circle of couples. And 
after 18 years of marriage, she had few single friends. But what did 
that matter? Hadn't she been lonely within the marriage? 
With five children to whom she was the mother and an early-
lorties alcoholic to whom she was the wife, Karen had become 
accomplished in three things: how to be the sole caretaker of chil­
dren, how to wait, and how to be lonely. 
She had put in bleak years of caring for the babies and waiting 
lor Mike. Trying to keep dinner warm while waiting for Mike. Going 
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to parties, church, and conferences and making excuses for Mike. 
Tucking in the children, then waiting for Mike. Playing that he 
would not kill someone by drunk driving while waiting for Mike. 
Trying to keep the shouting down so as not the wake the children 
after waiting for Mike. She knew what it was to be lonely. And it w; 
impossible to get lonelier she had thought. 
Through the years, Karen had been torn. Should she stay in the 
marriage and cope with Mike's verbal abuse or should she leave? SI 
had chosen to stay; thus, she had also chosen misery. But when Mil 
began intimidating her and the children with threats of physical 
abuse, she made her choice immediately—divorce. 
And it was as Susi had predicted. At first, a few of her married 
friends had invited Karen and the kids to activities. But the friends 
had seemed uncomfortable with her now that she was a divorcee, si 
they had stopped sending invitations. That's when Karen had 
discovered that it was, indeed, possible to get lonelier. 
In years past, at Christmas caroling time, Karen, who played a 
sing-a-long piano, had always been invited. Even when Mike had 
been indisposed," she had been welcomed by their friends. She hac 
lo\ ed to hear music teacher Bill Snyder blow his pitch pipe so ever)' 
one could get their starting tones. She had rejoiced in the frosty 
t v enings, stamping her feet for warmth, tucking her hands far into 
er coat pockets, wrapping her neck scarf around her face, breathin 
t rough material and smelling damp wool. It had been worth bravin 
the elements. How pure and sweet the carols had sounded when 
sung in front of the homes of the elderly and infirm—people with 
i\ \ pUIN 'v 'ng *r*ends. It had made her feel so good to call on those 
ess ortunatc—to know that she had been instrumental in bringing 
happiness to the friendless. 
n inviV?r PaSt t.^lree years since the divorce, Karen had receive! 
' and She had missed U dreadfully. It hadn't 
carZr, h-,H MnStmaS ™thout that ritual- » used to be that the 
Brand for more If ? t0uher house' Sphering around the baby 
missed nlavine th^8"18 'um warmth of the fireplace blaze. She hac 
hand. Brian had ik rpiano u 'c everyone harmonized, song-sheets ir 
key but that had h*ayS SUng, and Barbara was frequently off-
rad^rie and ln ^r c ^ °f the fun" The maBic in their cama-
hostess and presiding over a^ab^lad11011658^^ *** l0VGd pIaylng 
sweets. To have been exrlndJiu a t Wlth wassail and Christmas 
But during her years K b°en disaPPomting. 
an inner strength as well t0 Mlke' Karen had developed 
emotions. No" one eiven rn c G °f StuffinB down her 
disappointment to her friendT^either^ nothing about hei 
either had she moaned about Mike'; 
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faults nor her problems as a single parent. She had chosen to remain 
cheerful. She had hoped that when her friends saw her unchanged, 
that they would become comfortable with her again. 
And it had taken three years. Three, long, lonely years. But her 
persistence had paid off. Barbara had called just two days ago and 
told her to be ready, because the Christmas carolers were coming 
tonight about 8 o'clock. 
Karen had been on the way out the door with the twins for their 
immunization appointments, so she had no time to visit when the 
call came in, but her heart had leapt in gladness, and all the way to 
the doctor's office, she had silently prayed her thanks that things 
were finally working out. She had thanked God for the children, for 
the strength He had granted her in raising them alone, for the baby 
grand piano, for her musical talent, and most of all, for her persever­
ance. 
The oven timer pinged and brought Karen out of her reveries. 
Time to remove the applesauce cakes from the oven. Karen placed 
the cakes on cooling racks and reset the timer for ten minutes. 
Glancing out the window, she saw that the snow still fell, con­
verting clumps of fallen flowers into white globes—even the jagged 
edges of the rock garden could no longer be detected. Everything 
was softly rounded, white and undefiled. 
She proceeded with her preparations, tying the spices in cheese­
cloth for the wassail. Oh, and she wanted to lay a fire, too, so that all 
she would need to do would be to strike a match later. She had just 
completed those tasks when the timer pinged again, and she re­
moved the cakes from their pans. 
Karen was so grateful to Susi for taking the twins on an over­
night so she could clean the house and pamper herself this after­
noon. The older kids were off doing their own thing—Mary at the 
library, Chuck and John at their Saturday jobs. She had given them 
extra money that morning for a treat, and they were going to meet 
for burgers and a movie later. 
The final chores finished, she luxuriated in a long soaking bath. 
She pulled on her heavy terry cloth robe and dried her hair, brushing 
it away from her face. It feathered beautifully. 
If the mouse in the wall could talk, peering out at Karen, it might 
had reported that as Karen dressed, she moved with joy. She donned 
her panties, a camisole, a white, long-sleeved, cotton blouse, a pair 
of red knee-socks, green, woolen slacks, and a red, pullover sweater 
with a snowman stitched above the left breast. It might also have 
said that as she applied a light layer of make-up, there was a flash of 
white teeth, a warm mouth tilted in a smile. There was a radiance 
about her as she went into the kitchen and sliced the applesauce 
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cakes, covering the trays with Saran Wrap. She placed the trays on 
the dining room table along with stacks of forks, napkins and plate 
for the desserts that the others would bring. 
If the little white spider could talk, it would have added that 
Karen moved with confidence, as a woman who had worked hard to 
build her family's world, and who was proud of it. It would have 
reported her to be a woman of intelligence, with a light in her eyes, 
perhaps you might even say a twinkle of eager anticipation. She 
placed the matches by the tapers on the table and turned towards 
the living room. Everything was in readiness. 
As if perfectly timed, she heard the jingle of sleigh bells in the 
lane. As she ran to the door, she heard the caroler's muffled voices 
burst forth with: "Sleigh bells ring; are you listenin'? In the lane, 
snow is glistenin'." Karen threw open the door and light from the 
living room spilled onto the dim porch. She stepped outside to fully 
appreciate the harmonious voices: "What a beautiful sight! Are you 
happy tonight? Walking in a Winter Wonderland!" 
What a beautiful sight, indeed. Snow in pristine whiteness; choral 
music drifting across, her friends coming for her, dressed in bright 
holiday colors Was she happy tonight? She was delighted! When the 
song ended, she clapped heartily, shouting, "Bravo! Bravo!" 
S°"? W3u her alI'time favorite: "It Came Upon the 
rhp rrm h ^ .SOng endedi Brian and Barbara broke from the crowd and ran up the porch stairs. 
Yn„vPt"fHreaChed,Karen' she excIaimed. "It's so good to see you. iou ve made me so happy!" 
givinlhe^hus'anri^h"' ^ ̂  '° SCC y0U hapPy'" Brian said< 
l ̂  a two"Pound box of Russell Stover 
rt °k?ds a hug for us!"" Y°U '0°k Merry Christmas! G'« 
Christmas^ Thprfn^ b°r hug and kiss and exclaimed, "Merry 
ran bTk IJn^hn c?n ^ Barb'S hand and tun^d and 
othere fatacd?n t'rS C r"8' "Goodbvt" MerrV Christmas!" The 
Chr"tma," n^ th^horus of good wishes, calling out, "Merry 
Karcn vvasToTnmnpri t0Jhc ki^ Bye. Karen! Happy newyead" 
the tones on his Ditch rdne a A*?, 1 react- Then Bi" Snyder blew 
rendition of "We Wish You aMemrh°UP b"rSt m'° 3 rousinS 
they turned, and still looking baclfa^rf aS' AS the carolers san& 
down the lane. waving merrily, walked off 
v 
lh- """ » aowly return 
a desolate obliteration As rho ra ° i walk- and in the lane, creatin; 
faded into silence. The*onlv sound* rounded the corner, the son£ 
only sound remaining was the faint rustle of 
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dry, barren leaves as the windswept snow fell upon them. She stood 
staring into the darkness where the carolers had disappeared. 
Then she glanced at her hands which were finely trembling—like 
the prongs of a tuning fork. It became difficult for her to breathe. 
She clutched her chest gasping for air. The frigid, bleak, whiteness 
continued to fall, isolating her. The candy box slid from her trem­
bling hands and fell into the drifted snow. 
Karen reeled and fled to the doorway, stumbled into the house 
and pushed the door closed behind her. She leaned against it and 
held it shut so as not to be overcome by the uninhabited, snow-filled 
pallor beyond. She saw her chest heaving, heard the air rushing in 
and out, and still felt the rising panic. 
I'm no longer a caroler in their eyes, she thought, I'm now a 
carolee. Karen began to shiver uncontrollably as she stumbled into 
the living room. She felt a moan start somewhere deep within her 
breast, than rise and pour from her mouth—a mournful sound. With 
the emerging wail came a flood of tears. She collapsed upon the 
floor, laid her head in the seat of the wingchair and sobbed. 
Shaking violently, she pulled the afghan off the back of the chair 
and wrapped it around her body, but she could not get warm; nor 
could she stop bawling. Rocking to and fro, in a heap upon the floor, 
she cried and cried. 
Hearing the sounds of her despair, the spider stopped spinning 
and crawled into the gap behind the woodwork. And within the wall, 
the mouse burrowed deeper into its nest. 
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Jody 'Kearney 
A Kiss goodbye 
He looked so handsome 
lying there so peaceful and quiet. 
A charcoal-gray suit hugged stiff 
around his cold limbs, helping to make 
him look strong and dignified. 
His large hands lay folded on his stomach 
and did not move once 
while so many visitors touched them 
and held them 
and cried over them. 
The American flag hung in a triangle 
under the black and white photo of him 
framed in a brass trim. 
The grief was so familiar that night. 
The extreme sadness smothered the guests 
leaving them only enough room to cry. 
I o release tears of sorrow that burned 
the soft cheeks of his loved ones. 
A number of times before 
these kinds of tears have been cried. 
His grandson stepped up to the oak coffin 
slowly and carefully 
[caning down over the resting figure. 
c b™shLed a tender kiss against his 
grandfather's face 
oh so gently 
and mourned his last goodbye. 
Jody Kearney 
Ways and Means 
It was an early August evening in Cabo San Lucas. 
The moon began to rise over the harbor 
pushing the daylight away. 
I strolled through the cobblestone streets 
sneaking glances over my shoulder 
at the Coach leather handbags and belts priced to sell. 
I hesitated before I turned each corner 
feeling a bit uneasy about the environment around me. 
A dark-skinned woman sat on a door step 
breast-feeding her baby 
while trying to sell tourists sterling silver jewelry. 
"For you Senorita, I'll give you a deal." ̂  
I shake my head replying, "No gracias." 
A vibrant voice creeps towards me 
singing a Spanish love song 
while plucking the strings on a guitar with dirty, worn hands. 
He wears a large sombrero 
and tips the brim in gratitude as I hand him 20 pesos 
for his charming entertainment. 
And yet another survivor makes his living for the day 
as he pockets the money of a gullible tourist. 
You see, my generosity is his survival. 
I begin to realize the importance 





who took care of you 
when you were an innocent child. 
White cotton sheets flattened 
on your bed which sat in the middle 
of Howdy Doody smiling at you from the walls. 
You, lying stiffly in your rose flannels 
waiting to be tucked in. 
Who tucked you in? 
You 
always secured me warmly under my covers 
Always erasing my nightmares as you 
brushed your warm cheek against mine 
whispering "sweet dreams" in my ear. 
Who soothed your worries when your dreams 
weren't so sweet? 
1 have seen worn photos of you 
as a child. 
You, decorated in a smooth satin dress 
with your dark auburn hair curling 
naturally about your face. 
Even your nails were painted a candy-apple red 
~ r Yre 0f you-at least the outside. 
your^^y soft cheeks °mf°rt ^ r°"ed d™n 
Who Wiped your sorrows away? 
You learned to survive 
With the care that you gave to yourself 
to take car^of you"8 abdity °t your parents 
rears of admiration 
rfyotzzL%^XcTocrase 





Here I am 
again, 
lying awake 
in the middle 
of the night, 
listening 
to the hypnotic 
tempo 




in its path. 
Thunder, 
as if jealous 
























in the yard. 
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KeCCy C. VJeeden 
(Bigger Than... ? 
There is wilderness 
In this 
Mock everyday, 
Fake 9-5, nothing 
Is normal. June Cleaver is a 
White cunt in a faded dream. 
Mama was never 











Circus. I have 
Problems. 
Never did well 
In school. Too 
Impatient. I have beaten 
A boy into a 
Coma. Over a girl 
Who was not 
Worth my freedom. 
I 
Have the ghosts. 
I was 
Pistol whipped until 
I am legally 
Blind in my 
Right eye. Before 
1 could drive. 
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KfCCy C-1Veeden 
If "You Ain't got NoSouC 
This Sunday, Me & Coltrane 
Went on an Odyssey of hum. I 
Laid myself on his shoulder 
To accompany the alphabet 
Of freedom. While his horn was caught up 
In the air, I saw sweat inch smooth 
from the nape of his hair. 
It touched me 
In a place I never knew, 
The bass line called up a home 
I am rooted to. We stood 
In the bedroom corner 
Adjacent from the bed. 
So close that the bass' tip 
Became my head. Tappin' 
Down by the five so the left 
Can take the four. 
Drummer drummin' the 
Knock ke-tee bop 
On Africana's closet door. 
I lay on John's shoulder diagonal to the floor, 
Smokin' to the Mardi Gras sweet of 
Trane's wind. Run it back baby. 
Re-vibe so that I can remember 
The sin. 
I recall a day in December 
And arctic chill. Heat n' skin 
And how good love can feel. 
I see the white stage lights piercing into 
My brain. And the doctrinated 
Technitionals wondering 
From whence I came. Spillin' out 
In hordes to peak this 
Saxophone freak. I slice five 
Notes up 2 million ways so 
The bread can have some meat. 
How can a humming bird sing 
Except for to hum? 
This Sunday Me & Coltrane 
Played the alphabet 
Of freedom. 
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%eCCy C. Weeden 
ghetto Enterpriser at JApe Thirteen 
No building sandcastles 
And paper airplanes to 
Pass the time. 
Just city skids 
And smog, 
Playing poker 
For Now & Laters and dimes. 
Opening up windows 
That ain't so free, 
Fan propped 
Up in it to 
Ease the killer heat. 
Bars that trap you in and 
Lock the jungle out. 
Sippin' on your mother's 
Remy Martin 
Thinking about your 
Nickel-bag clout. 
Watching Bill Cosby on 
a / 9 floor model screen. 





She "Who was (BeautifuCOnce 
I grinned through her bloody mouth all those years ago, 
Watching the flight of his fist. 
The flashing lights, the sudden darkness that tell around me. 
In the dead time I shook the ashes from my hair, 
Raked my nails down the gutted hollows ot his tace 
Singing like a music box, my lid pried open, braced by his arms 
And the muscle of his heart carved of stone and ivory. 
I was so much harder then. 
My hate burned between my legs. 
My soap smelled like roses. My knuckles swelled as I grew old. 
I used to fight him and rattle my cage, long after my face had tallen, 
Like she who was the helmetmaker's beautiful wife. 
.Ml those years ago I was a killer, yes, a mother, 
A muzzled bitch with razor teeth. 
Pressed there under his thumb 1 was beautiful once. 
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Jason (Price (Brown 
Little 'Waves and Tree's (Bar^ 
If you really pay close attention, and stay real still, you can 
actually feel a sleeping person's breathing push waves across a 
waterbed. It's kind of strange. Even very light sleepers make them. 
Generally though, I think the size of the waves is a pretty clear 
indicator of how at ease they are with themselves. You notice things 
like that when you're deciding whether or not to leave. It has almost 
become a ritual now, and I'm genuinely excited when 1 find out that 
they have a waterbed. Not because it is more fun, actually I find it 
more troublesome, but simply because it is interesting to see how 
they deal with having completely given themselves to a total 
stranger. 
Sometimes, in waiting rooms, I read women's magazines. In just 
about every one there is an article about men's sexual performance. 
It seems that women are always fussing about how men fall asleep 
after sex. I often think about writing the editors and telling them 
that if a man falls asleep, then the woman should be complimented. 
I never go to sleep afterwards, you run too high of a chance of not 
waking up before them. Then you have to labor through uncomfort­
able mornings, after which you have experienced part of their life 
which inevitably leads to a judgment. Just leaving prevents a whole 
lot of complications. 
I usually sit at the end of the bed, letting the breath-waves 
gently move my butt up and down, almost imperceptibly, dangling 
my still socked feet off the side. I think about how much small-talk I 
had to invest for a return and sometimes I entertain the notion of 
seeing them again. Mostly though, I let the little waves push me off 
the bed and I get dressed. On the way out, 1 leave the numbered 
napkin in the wastebasket, which is almost always under the kitchen 
sink. 
Marc and Eric sat on a fallen tree that had become a bridge over 
a bouncy part of the park's creek. The valley's leaf-shingled roof 
kept the heat of the May sun from touching their bare shoulders. 
Neither one of them had spoken in a while as both were temporarily 
happy letting the park have the moment. They knew that times like 
this would soon be scarce. 
"Hey," Marc knuckle-tapped Eric's arm, "Over there." 
Eric followed his eyesight and saw the brown and blonde heads 
of Abbey and Leah. Eric smiled at Marc and said, "1 never under­
stood what you see in blondes, man, but I am thoroughly surprised 
that you convinced her to come hiking. 
p 
Q 
Don'fybou?",aikCd br°' S° V°U kn°WWhat ,ha,IM» 
"What docs that mean?" 
A i "]t m?ans that if shc doesn't have fun, she is going to blame 
bbey, who is probably going to blame you. Ha-Ha" 
Marc always said Ha-Ha, it was his "trade-Marc." 
ey, boys, watcha doin?" Abbey's voice was like the creek-
water that flowed through the valley, clear and cool. 
warnr «!,? ! g;" Efic FCplied as he sIid off the l°g and into the water, just waiting around for you girls " 
her S SSff '° hikp 3t?" LCah'S 
up tSrr Pfl' we'rc just going follow this here creel 
cliff and III waterfall and then we are going to climb the little 
curt, and keep going until we find some food." 
Findsome food?" Leah was already gasping for air. 
stashed a^onfpfr fne r™'0 MarC Was a,rcad>' making- They had 
r ull of sandwiches and pop fifteen minutes ago. 
found°rei^mg^n8ti^0Couch?nnfniShtSfthat' d°n t g° 0Ut'1 Canbe 
me fall asleep. I used to rcafln M °r n g°,°d aCti°n Ithelp! 
point where I'd barely make it l„ f aS,eep' but" got t0 the 
my eyelids would drop J never rnmrf tW° "J fhrCe pages before 
night before so I'd generally reread lb/0"1,!* What'had read th 
until I'd finally get fed up and rent /hi Same three pages forever 
middleman and head straight for the 3m OVle' Now 1 skip the 
My favorite actor is Rick Richter hp 3° St°re' 
his professional wrestling career anri t come a long way since 
only cyber-punk movies. I guess I likn "I in a lot of video-release-
plays the same type of role. He is alw - ,rn mainiy because he alway 
surrounded by people that want to be hit f p°puIar SUY< always 
has a sidekick, only sidekick is the wrone In every movie' he 
partner, or his one true friend than an evnpnTk.is more Jike a 
In "Mutants of the Badlands", my perS? si<*ekick. 
was actually more of the star than he was Mir ?vorite» his partner 
movie store, surprised me the last time I renter? > the giri at the 
was ringing me up that I looked just like Rick oc Shc toid as she 
tants". I was really shocked that she even knew\vhCUlIIy in "Mu" 
was, much less that she had seen "Mutants" / rem uk filter 
and telling her that that wasn't first time someone smHing 
wasn't. d said that. It 
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The four of them followed the bank ol the trickling stream, 
occasionally losing their footing on the creek-bed's slimestones 
They drew further out of focus of the sun's squinting eyes, gently 
shaded at the base of the valley. They were temporarily lost in 
trivial conversation when Eric saw it. It was a vine wrapped around 
a tall tree high up on the side of the valley. 
"Marc, check it out." 
"What, check out what?" 
"That vine up there." Eric's pointed arm was bouncmg lor 
emphasis. 
"Oh wow, that's rad. Let's go." 
As the two of them scrambled up the hill, Eric pulled his Swiss 
Army knife from his pocket. They stood in wonder at the base ot 
the monolithic tree. It seemed larger than just moments before. 
The vine had wrapped itself around the lowest and thickest branch 
on the tree, another twenty or so feet above their heads, and down 
the length of the trunk. Eric began the work of freeing the vine from 
the tree with his knife. By the time the girls had lazily wandered up 
to them, the knife was in his pocket, and the vine hung free of the 
trunk. , 
Eric and Marc rock-paper-scissored for the first swing on their 
new friend, and after four out of seven, Eric won. Eric hung on the 
vine for a second, testing his weight against the vine s strength. 
After he was satisfied, he started up the hill with the vine m tow. 
After a long confidence building breath, he ran down the hill grasp­
ing the vine with white knuckles. The vine yanked him up into the 
valley's sky and well over the smaller trees. After an eternity, he 
swung down to Earth smiling. 
"How was it?" Marc asked. 
"Incredible, bro, most certainly more fun than we will ever have 
again." Still grinning, Eric handed the vine to Marc, who jogged it up 
the to11- r u J The four of them swung the rest of the day, and it wasn t until 
the sun set that Marc remembered the cooler that had been left 
behind a bush. For the rest of the summer, at least once everyday, 
the four of them went "vining". 
Driving a tow truck is really the only job I ever had that I 
really enjoy. I'm pretty much my own boss. Granted, it's not like 
that with every company, but Buds is a really good one. All I do is 
drive around all day and wait for calls from the dispatcher. She is 
the only person I have to deal with on a regular basis, and that is 
merely an informational relationship. She tells me where the cars 
are and where they need to go, and I'm off. Every once in a while 
when I decide to stop for a bit, I call her and tell her where I'm at'so 
s he cani let.the customers know how long it might take me to tow 
tnem orr the highway or winch them out of a ditch or whatever. All 
m all, it s a pretty laid back job. 
Bud has worked a contract with the County Sheriffs department. 
. at mcans that most of our calls come through them. Most of 
t h^miare cars/hat died on the highway or people that have locked 
arriri C*S m 1 Car' but we do get our fair stiare of accidents too. 
mH,CTare iun because you get to act like you're the king of the 
fjmnc " ]US* d"ve on through with the lights all flashing. Some­
times though, they can be pretty depressing. 
knnu/th ° 1 G ot working with the Sheriffs is that you get to 
into a m i Pretty.w^* 0n one of the first calls I did for them, Iran 
reallv nLti?™ mblgh school, Jimmy Keller. I didn't know him 
out together nnll f Anymore though, that is enough. We go 
to a friend t? °ften, and I guess he is the closest thing I have 
he thinks I'm r, 'S ays tbere when I meet girls at the clubs. I think 
potential main n?y always makes remarks about my choice in 
seen me ^wTrh rLJ T* hc told me that ^very girl he has ever 
told him that I'm iS °* Ab*gail, my high school girlfriend. I 
hair. I don't thinkl° brown eVes and straight brown 
and I haven't got a ticket^ Urthough- ^yway, he is a decent guy, 
a ticket since I started hanging out with him. 
• . . 
Annie, Abbey's littlp 
mg around. ls cr* s,°°d waiting for them to quit goof-
Abbey, c'mon I 
sat on her hip supporting"? tr> °Ut my new camera." Her camera 
""""" "om"""" S&fJzs'sŜ LSSSS."* 
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Before either of the couples were ready, Annie was snapping pic­
tures. Everyone laughed as the snap and buzz of the Polaroid's 
action produced the only unnatural sound within earshot. 
"Hey, how about one last swing? Whaddaya say?" Marc already 
had the vine in his hand, his smile was strong. 
"Annie goes first," Eric replied. 
"I'm not swinging on that thing. Are you crazy?" She headed 
down the hill towards the waterfall, and to the car. 
"Eric, you found it, you get the last swing. Abbey, since you are 
going out with him, you swing second to last. I'll swing first since 
I'm better at it and I'm already holding it, Ha-Ha." With that said, 
Marc darted up the hill with the vine close behind. 
Everyone's last swing was ceremonially sad. They pledged to 
each other that they would never forget the vine or the summer they 
had spent on it. 
The next day, Marc and Leah were dragged to the same college in 
separate cars by separate parents. Eric and Abbey helped each other 
through their withdrawal everyday for the next two weeks. Eventu­
ally, it was Abbey's turn to leave. Her voice was low when Eric called 
to tell her he was coming to pick her up. She was crying when he 
got there. 
Eric drove to the park and they walked together to the waterfall. 
They stood there for a long hug, watching the setting sun dip itself 
down into the lake. Abbey's sobs were gently punctuated by the 
little waves tapping the rocks in the pool at base of the waterfall. 
After a bit, when her face was drying, they climbed the small cliff 
and limped to the tree. 
They leaned against the tree, holding each other, and talked until 
the sun began to warm the faces of the highest leaves over the 
valley. Eric used the brightening light to carve a heart in the trunk 
of their supporting tree. It was taking him a while and Abbey v\as 
giggling. 
"Carving in that tree looks tough." 
"My knife needs sharpening." 
"It kinda reminds me of talking to you." 
"Oh yeah?" , _ . 
"Yeah, you are a lot like a tree. Tough outside, but softer in the 
middle, If you can carve through you bark." „ 
"Well my bark's not as bad as my bite, I'll tell you that for free. 
Soon he finished the heart and after an approving smile from 
Abbey, they left. 
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Sometimes I'm not sure why I do the things I do. 
I was at my mother's house, helping her clean out the garage, 
when I ran into a box of mine. It was full of all kinds of high school 
memorabilia, my old yearbooks, some pictures of the soccer team, 
and my old journals from Mrs. Singer's English class. Stuffed in the 
side was a Ziploc freezer bag full of letters and pictures. It was my 
own little time capsule for the times and friends of my last summer. 
I had been cleaning for a couple of hours already, so I sat down to 
rest and recollect. Going through the letters was a little disturbing. 
I don't know why I never answered any of them. It wasn't the letters 
though, that really got me. It was the picture. 
It was a Polaroid shot taken from the camera that I had given 
Abbey's sister for her thirteenth birthday. The picture was taken at 
Sherwood Hills park, by the tree we used to hang out at. It was Marc 
and Leah, and me and Abbey. It was the day before Marc and Leah 
were to leave for Michigan State University. It was the last day I saw 
either of them. That memory stands well enough without the pic­
ture, yet I hadn't thought of it in a long time. 
The tree was everything we needed that summer. The vine that 
nung trom it was our adventure. The park it stood in was our home. 
^Ut n ?icture *n P°c^cf. and shoved the bag under my 
fj11 °Ut tbe Sarage and onto the driveway. My mom 
was sitting on a lawn chair in the back yard. I waved to her as 1 
and ifwi? T tmCL hadn,t been to the Park "i almost five years, and it was a beautiful day. 
eo ,"rfAy.dnV;e 1 Was dcbatin8 whether or not I really wanted to 
furnrised 1™T ."fu" thought about not Soing. I was actually 
parked bv thp lair j 0, tbe drive didn't seem long enough. 1 
waterfall but on ;'"dJTpcd out of the truck. I walked to the 
Thp vino e ' had cllmbed 1 ran to the tree, 
the vine was Z?°n!; l a trPC Was stiU there' Bray and lifeless, but 
there either I was all akine arou"d'"one of my old friends were 
grown runway our feet had n around the tree to the over-
down at the tree I saw snmMh" Pa^ Standing on the hill facing 
and Abbey" heart tSw " Was ,the remPants of our "Eric 
1 pulled my Swiss Army knif "ouTnf m'^' bafk 3 i0ng time ag0' 
old grooves. my pocket and refreshed the 
"1«h W^dTxheVme SaTM' °f thc °'d tree' and 
ever." I folded the blade back and m,n ^ u' Abbey' and Mc 4" 
C CVCn ^ SCiSS°rS * toothS^ tI puCnedStChepicmre 
out of my back pocket, and using my knife as a screw, I attached 
the picture to the tree just above my recent carving. 1 rarely use the 
knife anyway. 
1 strolled back to my truck, got in, and looked through the 
letters, trying to find an address that might still be valid. Like I said, 
sometimes I'm not sure why 1 do the things I do. Mostly though, I'm 




Cleaning the (Basement After the (Death of a father 
The blueprints for 
the kitchen cabinets lay 
dusty on the worktable 
by a pre-cut pile of wood 
intended for addition 
to the half-built frame. 
They will sit; they will 
sit for 1 do not have his skills; 
I cannot read wood 
and know where it should 
be placed. 
There are two flags in the 
trunk, and two dress uniforms 
48 stars for my grandfather, 
of Army green and the Great War; 
stars for father, 
Marine blue and Korea. 
And photographs, 
Photographs, sepia-tinted, 
laded, of people 
1 have not known 
or cared about. 
Depression babies save-




Stump the Stars 
and Mouse Trap 
and Password, 
and Fascination; 
Depression babies save 
to reuse and repair 
Modern families replace. 
Power tools don't sing 
in the workshop anymore. 
They sit, awaiting 
grumbling, clumsy necessities. 
I find no glory in building things. 
I leave no half-finished legacies 




She gently opened the door 
I thought I had safely welded shut years before 
and after looking through the gloom, 
the dust and cobwebs, 
she sadly shook her head. 
I saw old pieces of pain 
laying scattered, forgotten 
in time, 
waiting to be disposed of, 
as I tried alone to clean up the mess. 
A job that is too much 
for one person to handle 
is made much easier 
when two share the load, 
and I waited, afraid to ask, 
for her help. 
In the darkness, I could not see her face 
as she left; 
whether she thought the job was hopeless, 
or if she only went to prepare herself 
for hard, dirty work. 
She hasn't yet returned, 
but I pray that she comes back, 
and if so, 




She's afraid to dive too deep 
into dark, uncharted water 
though there have been glimpses 
of the treasures hidden 
in the alluvial silt below. 
There is risk; 
the gold may turn out 
only to be worthless gilt, 
and there is no guarantee 
her heart will survive the bends again, 
if the effort turns out 
to have been wasted. 
Yet, the treasure 
could be worth more 
than she could ever imagine, 
if only she would take the chance 
and dive deep. 
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the wind howls away 
behind the cracked window pane 
she hides behind. 
Too strong for being open-
Too strong to be afraid again-
Stronger than her, 
so she hides again. 
And again, 
another curious fool, 
walking swiftly past 
in the howling dark 
outside— 





"Should 1 go?" 
So she too, 
Pauses— 
And again turns away. 
She looks into these walls 
these rarefui walls she has built-
(The fool has gone). 
She demands paradise, 
and awaits a curious savior 
to knock on her window 
with a wounded hand-
To silence the wind 




;Hands Like ice 
I was thinking last night-
Thinking again, 
And 1 met you outside of town, 
In a place where we sometimes met halfway. 
In my thoughts, 
The moon would rise and we would talk, 
As though talking would bring her back-
As though talking would carry you away; 
As though talking would carry you back to him. 
And the moon would disappear, 
And the sun would rise, 
.And the long night would succumb 
to a long day. 
And we would meet again, 
In a place where 1 stood once, 
years ago when I never smiled. 
In our thoughts, 
The rain would begin to fall, 
And we would walk a mile, 
And we would hold on 
As our pockets filled with water; 
We would walk with our cold hands in our pockets, 
Filled with water. 
And the sun would surrender its grip, 
And the moon would rise, 
.And the long afternoon would flow away, 
Like the water from the rooftops. 
And you return, 
To the place where you landed, 
years ago, 
When you lost your way back to him. 
In your thoughts, 
You can walk on, 
As you try to hold on, 
And your pockets fill with water; 
You can try to hold on to him, 
But the water flows away, 
Like the long afternoon where we met. 
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94 ike Cjeorge 
On The firing 
And so we walk on, 
led down the darkened path 
before us, 
or perhaps driven incessently 
by that force of nature 
we call ambition— 
We walk on, 
and hold our breath 
for the shock of a cold day, 
a stinging slap on the face 
as another small flame is choked, 
and vanishes from our midst. 
But we were strong, 
the lucky numbers— 
And if we fought for a cause, 
important and enormous, 
or stumbling and petty, 
We won the fight. 
Stumbling and enormous, 
our wills would awaken, 
and we won— 
We won. 
Our path leads 
in a darkened circle 
within a cramped cell— 
And in the uncertain light 
of our small flames 
we paint pictures on the walls 






At the so-called Yacht Club 
the muddy swimming hole with a dock 
at Lake Springfield 
in 19631 think 
we females were dressing for a swim 
a gang of us 
behind a makeshift screen 
I was with my Aunt Norma 
a woman with deeply lidded eyes 
a face sculpted 
like a self-satisfied Madonna 
I watch her undressing 
and I'm thinking 
this is what I'll look like 
when I'm grown— 
fuzzy hair centered between her wide hips 
legs shaved smooth 
full breasts swaying above 
her tiny waist 
as she is about to step 
toe pointed 
into her strapless suit 
when without warning 
my cousin Jeff 
her tow-headed toddler 
rips the curtain down 
while the other women scramble and shriek 
and I try to figure out why 
I see Aunt Norma 




in the summer air. 
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Jude <Earfiart 
A Qhost in the House 
"No!" 
,v t 7*'? tin?e'Jo- Baby, come on. I can't take this-" Scott reached 
out to touch Joanna's shoulder; she whirled away and moved to the 
other side of the cramped living room. 
"Don't you dare move a thing in there," she screamed at him 
_ Jo, we gotta start over." 
"No. Leave his room alone. It's not hurting anyone." 
turned SCOtt ye"Cd i0Uder than he int™ded. He 
str^r P1Ct!!rC window- snowflakes drifted 
, w Pane and meited' He t0°k a deep breath. 
Joanna " t0~" He looked over bis shoulder at 
Of their son Ti thC.'aSt Phot°graph that had been taken 01 tneir son Kevin. 'Jo, baby, it's been almost-" 
more " toa™*aTn' shutuuP-1 don't want to talk about it any-
was in her brown "'o ^head' but Scott k"™the agony that 
year and 1 half S; Seen ir tbere every day for the Iast > car and a half, ever smce Kevin died. 
God please"^^!-11^ bis thick black hair and closed his eyes. 
ey<Tto HC Slghed heavily and °Pencd 
Pulling a sled behind^em11 tWinS al°ng the SideWalkl 
Scotr ho u '" Kevin yelled-
hat?" he yelledat1^0"1 °f th<? back of the truck- "where's> 
Kevin stopped his snow?H?PPed li,nle boy twirling in the sno< 
cap out of his Docket i Fc- l l a puded a red wool stockinj 
cap completely over his hind hof mi,tcnued bands, he stretched t 
cheeks and nose and MississinnffUshi"g 11 back UP t0 reveal 
"Hurry up Daddv " k- J ver~mud~brown eyes. 
of snow and threw it i'ntoTho ' ° u again- He scooped up an am 
tongue. High giggles echoed d^ u bftcd bis face and stuck out 
armful and threw it into the air^ hil1' He scooPed another 
Scott chuckled at the little ho, !3Stes great' DaddVr 
' s,ammed the tailgate shut ani king in the white powder. 
< dge of the hill like a little wnnd uat.c bed Kevin march along the 
showers that swirled behind him " dler' crcating small snow 
been b°rnhaHcbremembircdf j^sTau'h SmCC the da>' Kevin hac 
J° s laugbter as she watched him 
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struggle to get the sled through the kitchen door three years ago. 
He had wanted to take Kevin sledding that afternoon, but Jo had 
convinced him it was dangerous for a six-day-old baby to go sled­
ding. Instead, he rocked his sleeping son and promised that, next 
year, as soon as it snowed, they'd go sledding. 
When September came, Scott waxed the sled's blades and started 
scanning the sky for snow clouds. But for the next three years, the 
sled remained propped against the wall in Kevin's room. Maine was 
undergoing a snow drought, and Scott began to wonder if it would 
ever snow enough again to take his son sledding. Two days atter 
Kevin's third birthday, a 12-inch snowfall wrapped its cold arms 
around Northern Maine. 
Joanna giggled at the bedroom door while Kevin tiptoed to the 
edge of the bed and thrust a snowball beneath Scott's nose. 
"Look, Daddy, look," he squealed. "Can we go slededen today, 
can we?" Scott grabbed his son around the waist, hauled him into 
bed and tickled him until he gasped for breath. 
Joanna bundled them in scarves, mittens and hats, tilled the 
thermos with hot chocolate and helped Scott maneuver the sled 
through the kitchen door. They drove twenty miles to Hatchett State 
Park, to the same hill where Scott's dad had taken him sledding 
when he was three years old. , ,. ,. 
Kevin stopped marching and placed his hands-on his slim hp. 
"Daddy," he cried, "Are we going slededen or not? It was more of 
an ultimatum than a question. , , ^ , , 
Scott grabbed a blanket from inside the truck and trudged 
through the deep snow. "Okay, little buddy. Ya ready. 
Kevin had already hopped onto the sled and was Pul^§at 
Scott's coat sleeve. Scott climbed on behind 
and legs around the little boy and pushed the s e ove 
the hill. 
"W-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-" 
lighter and Kevin's high giggles echoed 
through the forest as they hurled down the hillside. 
Scott watched the Johnson boys until they w^e °ut of sight. If 
only we'd gone sledding more often, he admonished himselt. 
thought there would more time. If only 1 d 
"Promise?" Joanna asked. f 
"What?" Scott put his hands in his pockets and ur 
her. "I didn't hear you." 
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, "F™miiC me, vou won't touch anything." Tears ran down her 
checks as she pleaded with him. 
. ^coU dldnt f'y anything. He sat down on the couch and pulled 
wFftSZZg.*" hCr' S,r°kin« - hair, 
i f. ^h,€y S3t buddied together until Joanna's sobs quieted. Scott 
rid of-"3™3 S C kn°W 't S h3rd' but We have t0 start Sett'n8 
arJ He!* pusfhfd hers^lf away. "It'll be like losing him all over again. Her eyes filled with tears. 
evererilVfaned head b3Ck against the sofa- "It,s like losing him 
I Z7i, hi h,r" 7 time 1 walk through the door> the first thing 
honine rili Cap U Jacket han8'n8 'here in the hall. I keep 
Let me 1Sfn nlghtr"arc' and he'll come running through the door. Let me move those at least. Please." 
It^ac rtTf'D?dry'"Kevin yelIed from home plate-
Kevta was " afternoon of T-ball practice. Joanna thought 
him wear a nml0? 2 *1 sports' but Scott promised he'd make 
gave him wH tuT" 'VE et' Tbc hard red plastic hat the coach 
forehead. S'ZeS t0° big and kept slippinK down Kevin's 
plas«cV^sPebaneh ',he nClmet baCk' grabbed the handle of the yellow 
over Ms lefr ,hnnM«fn Steppedup t0 'he plate. He cocked the bat 
Scott could hon e^WLgg u butt and swunS with all his might, 
step to keeo fmm fan f thc air' Kevb> d'd a quick two-
ground. Dust puffed into the' '^"dcd m a be,lV flop on the sandy 
sight of his son en™ i * .f r around him. Scott laughed at the 
"You okay, budd^ he yelled 3 SUrprised ,ook °» ** fa«' 
and rolled several feet pasmhe base ° ba" bounced once in 'he dust 
bega^o'runtowaTd fim basf^^' dr0pped thc ba< a"d 
-ad Runner zipping 
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He stopped at first base, stomped it with a sneakered foot, then took 
off for second. He ran full speed around second and third, stopping 
only to stomp each dusty white bag. 
Scott was crouched at home plate, waiting for him as he rounded 
third. Kevin, head bent, didn't slow down and hit Scott at full speed. 
The impact knocked Scott on his back; Kevin landed on his chest. 
"I hit a home run, Daddy," Kevin cried. 
"Well, not exactly, Son. But close enough, close enough." Kevin 
rolled off him and began to jump up and down. Scott pushed 
himself out of the dust and began to brush the dust from his jeans. 
Kevin stopped leaping around the plate and began to imitiated 
Scott's movements. 
"Okay. But almost, huh Daddy? Almost is pretty good, huh 
Daddy?" 
Scott's deep, throaty laughter and Kevin's high giggles echoed 
across the baseball diamond. 
It was the only one I went to, he chastised himself every day 
when he walked through the door. Why didn't I cancel a few meet­
ings or some of those trips? . 
A week after T-Ball practice, Scott was named president ol Maine 
Mutual Trust, the insurance company he had worked lor since 
graduating from college 25 years earlier. Since then, appointments, 
meetings and reports had taken all of his time. He was at the annual 
stockholder's meeting in Portland when Kevin struck out at the 
Ranger's last game, costing the team the PeeWee League s champion­
ship. 
I shoulda been there, he told himself. I shoulda been t ere o 
tell him it was okay. Joanna had reported that night on the phone 
how Kevin was brave until they got home, then cried lor hours. 1 
was making sacrifices, he told himself again. It s not: t at 1 n 
want to be there. I  wanted  t o  hold him while he cried, but was 
making sacrifices. . . 
"Please, jo, let me move 'em." He began to massage his fore­
head. His voice wavered. "Gimme a break, huh? mn„th 
Joanna studied his face. There were new lines aro^ ̂ s ̂  ' 
his eyes, his forehead. Flecks of gray sprinkledI his ^mghtblac 
hair. She had thought he was made of steel. She had seen 
only once since this whole nightmare began. 
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r ffFor tw° months they prayed outside the Intensive Care Unit at 
wea^n hemf31 H0SPital- For tW0 the"waUeTfor ,Le 
ling in his brain to go down. For two months thev sleot nn 
"" ™H ™k ~ = 
snhhpH " madC a",the funeral arrangements, held her while she 
her ca?Ca"ra[nesHr<lCTf0rt th° W°man who had ,ost control °f 
playSrwitr^puppy 6 a"d SlammCd mt° the ,ittleboy 
so Pe,fS?P after person came up to her and whispered, "I'm so 
her and shoo™ SCOP'  f t h < ? i r  " a m e S  o r  f a c e s :  s o m e  h u f » e d  
Scott acknowlpriffpH °thers touched her hand or her face 
blue casket! °"e WMc she simply stared at the tiny 
dresSn the^MnteS f™mPeeW« League arrived in a group, 
shuffled toward the rJ0™' S'ng,e fUe'tbey 
scared and unsure of what to do Th*' u * ha"ds'looking 
shake Scott's hand and c°ach instructed each boy to 
file, they walked UD to <!r ttV s°metl™g ™ce about Kevin. Single 
sure had a mean right a ™ » b0>'StUCk °Ut Ws hand "He 
^ecouldTeaTw!''t0 ^ ̂  With°Ut 
Srorisaid nnii,fartheruthan anyonc I ever knew." 
Scott excused himself and sh^°°H ri?Ch b°yS hand' After theyleft' 
didn't come back aftor-i h i ppcd trough the side door. When he 
found him in the casket roomJ°f0113 WGnt hokinZ for hinL She 
bing loudly. ' L'amnS over a tiny blue coffin, sob-
l'HS',™m,towa,ch." she said. "Huh?" h« . . aiLX1' snc sai . 
"I don't want to watch""^^ fr°m the sofa' 
either. What're you goine'to d° u repiy' "Don,t teli me whe 
"1 dunnn I h , g t0 do with em?" 
Salvation Army, I ^ess^me^®1" about it. Give 'em to the 
•em." guess- Somebody oughta get some good out of 
Scott wrappe'd^oth^Tms0^aV? a°' Ws room- Not yet." 
her h he ,was h 'ng down.' Joanna Shifted on the couch 
her head on his chest. "Vou can d' ,t" h°d T beSide *** and la'd 
"• u can do it, he whispered. "You can do 
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"You can do it," Scott whispered. 
"Like I have a choice," she yelled sarcastically. She squeezed his 
hand as hard as she could. 
"Okay, Joanna, I see the baby's head. A couple more pushes, and 
we'll be all done," the doctor said. 
Scott wiped the perspiration from her face and neck and pulled 
her hair back. 
"Okay, Joanna, bear down and push as hard as you can, the 
doctor said. 
Scott helped her struggle into the semblance of a sitting posi­
tion. "Butt balance time," he quipped. 
Joanna glared at him. They had joked about how giving birth 
was like balancing on your butt during Lamaze class, but alter 36 
hours of labor, she didn't think it was tunny anymore. 
"On three. One. Two. Three," said the doctor. 
She sucked in a deep breath and pushed. 
"MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM." And exhaled loudly. 
"Good," said the doctor. "Just a couple more." 
"That's what you said last time," Joanna said through clenched 
teeth. 
"We're almost there," the doctor said. 
"Come on. Breathe like a good little girl," Scott said and patted 
her tummy. . w . . , 
Joanna glared at him, brown eyes narrowing to s its. I m kinda 
busy right now, if you don't mind. What are you smiling about. 
"We're having a baby," Scott beamed. 
"What's this 'WE' shit?" „ 
"Okay, okay," Scott said and giggled. 'You get all the credit. 
planted a loud smooch on her wet forehead. „ 
"On three, Joanna," said the doctor. "One. Two. Three. 
"MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM," and e^aled. 
"That was good. Let's wrap this up. One more, Joanna, said the 
Scott helped Joanna lay back against the wet white sheets. She 
Pan"»'shaebo^; cried the doctor. He held the baby above the green 
sheet for them to see. "Meet your son. 
"Hey there, little buddy," Scott murmured. 
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"Hi, Kevin," Joanna whispered. 
Wow, look what we did," Scott whispered in awe. He looked 
n at J°anna. "Okay, what you did. But I helped " 
SfdSS1™0"'* T 
ImnSnCa0tt dr*fted 0fuf t0 sleep and beBan to snore softly. He stirred as 
throw 8 climbed over him, then covered him with a navy plaid 
werJp°nrrZtẐ Cued ® u°W SWirI in Iazy circIes- Six t0 teninches 
the ground Sho } "h rTt ^bUt S° far ordy a light dusting covered 
ness -inH naHH p d t e drapes against the late afternoon dreari-
Tho hPH Cd qnetIy up the stairs t0 ^Vin's room. 
hpHn , , WuS St unmade' Ranger uniform hung on the 
the corner ^nn'h -16' ^ 1UCky numbcr>' a dirty shirt lay heaped in 
one Kev in slenr h,.s *tu'fed Dopey doU (Scott's childhood toy and the 
dresser T ? ? ? he W3S Scared) lay face down on the 
wore. " V different was the coat of dust everything 
goin^?o^aDnen?V'?'^hPCMd "iWhy didn t 1 know something was 
a mother I didn't d ye known; I should've felt it. Am I so bad 
1 d,dn * sense you'd been hurt?" 
Kevin pleaded0 "PIe^" ' take ^cooter over to Jeffs this afternoon 
drive me home. *£££? ̂  ̂  mC °VeF' Mrs" Lancer W 
the black andw hitv m ̂  VNalcbed bcr c'ght-year-old son play wi 
was okay?" C 'cr spanioi Puppy. "Did Mrs. Lancer say i 
day." asked bcr when she picked us up from school yest 
-Abom1^^^0" SUpposcd t0 bo there?" 
- a a  . *  
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"Thanks, Mom. You're the best." He flashed her a wide grin. 
"Come on, Scooter, let's go find your leash." 
"Put on clean shirt," she called after them. "And don't forget 
your raincoat." 
With Kevin playing at Jeffs, Joanna realized this was the perfect 
time to shop for Scott's birthday present. Maybe this year I'll be able 
to surprise him, she thought. 
She pulled into the driveway several hours later, the trunk tilled 
with birthday presents. She didn't notice the police car sitting in 
front of the house until the officer got out and started walking 
toward her. 
Oh my God, Scott, she thought. Just last night she had warned 
him if he didn't stop working so hard he was going to have a heart 
attack 
The police officer walked up to the car. "Mrs. Jarowski? 
"Yes." 
"I'm sorry to be the one to tell you, but there's been an accident. 
He began to twirl his hat in his hands. 
"Scott?" Her hand flew to her throat. 
"Uh, no. It's your little boy. They're taking him to the hospital 
now." 
"What happened? Is he okay?" 
"I'm sorry. They didn't give me any of the details. 1 was told to 
get you there as soon as possible. It's pretty bad, I m afraid. 
"What about Scott?" 
"Another officer went to get him. They'll meet us there 
The officer helped Joanna into the cruiser and turned the siren 
Room door. An ambulance, its rear doors open, was PCUKLU 
feet ahead. , __ 
juaiuia, V-U11 o / . __ 
ridden in the ambulance with he\ in. 
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"JeffT Sh°°k her head' She turned an ashen face toward Marge. 
"He's okay but terribly upset. He was in the house using the 
Ketta°°m' neighbor staycd with him so I could come with 
happMeadt?"aPPened?'' J°anna aSked' She l00ked at Sc°«- "What 
the car-" °°k 3 ̂  br6ath' "They're not rea"y sure. They think 
inthfstoe^tbyaCar!" She l00ked at Marge. "What was he doing 
Scott paused and took a deep breath. 
brakes fo^tooTt thff"8 d°W" LoCUSt When the driver hit the 
and h jumped the curb Th8"' Skidded' She lost contro1' 
Joanna didn't make'a sound M ̂  * the head " 
The cops said they'd investigate," Scott went on "If he- if 
he-well, we might be able to press charge™ ' 
anna s sobs echoed through the hospital corridor. 
two momLPbeko?eUtPhehe pbotograPh of Kevin and Scooter taken 
the pecan tree^in the back^ardSC°U h3d bUriCd thc P"PPy Unto 
the room. "Where^was mvmrfth'6'1 °U' '°Ud she walked around 
over the Dopey doll hefnZ i S ,ntuition?" Her hand lingered 
chest. "Why did I even let p ng il UP and clutching it against her 
An hour or so later Jo/Z *i ^thcre? 1 shouId have known." 
aasgft-jKSr— 
"Mincfif? come i0°k her cyes where she was going. 
"If you want to." 
out^ide'lhTci/y hmUsdr°VC * t0 °aklawn Cemetery, just 
winding drive. Tfce ™ athermim^ ^ *S they turncd into the 
10 inches." man said we re supposed to get about 
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Scotfswpped'the car in front of the white wrought iron fence. 
KIDDIE LAND was spelled out in block letters, two leet hig . 
sickened Scott ever time he saw it. 
Whose perverted idea is this? he thought when the cemeteJV 
director was showing him available plots. Joanna had almost faint 
'" ,S ,h,» rm » Kt«-. 
grave. "Looks like they've gotten about two inches out here, he 
S3ld Joanna knelt and brushed the snow from the marble head­
stone: , . 
Kevin Joseph Jarowski 
8 years old 
God's will be done 
A single, faded red rose lay at the foot of the stone. They knew 
"h Thfyoung'woman who had been driving the car that afternoon 
visited Kevin's grave every week. Scott had see;n her there: i couple 
of times, but always waited until she left. He had talked to her 
couple of times-once at the hospital and once at the funeral 
home-but really hadn't wanted to. The nurses told htm that she 
came by every day to ask about Kevin. manQiauph-
The police had tried to get them to press i 8 
ter charges, but Scott and Joanna decided not to. hang h 
bring their son back, and nothing the court could do would punish 
the woman as much as she was torturing herse . 
Scott took Joanna by the elbow as she started to rise. They 
stood there for several minutes. 
"I'm ready" she wWsP®re<?' , shouider as they walked back Scott put his arm around Joanna s snouiuei a 
to the car. 
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Jamie I. (Bunch 
Sitence in the air with perspiration. 
Silence in the air with perspiration, 
no words are needed, 
we know the basic feeling. 
Without words we communicate, 




To sing you a lullaby 
Or make love to you 
Underneath the paleness 
Of the blue summer sky 
No symphony 
No melody 





For the daffodils to sway 
To and from in the summer's wind 
No sweet music 
To remind me I still 
Have no music to sing 




His laughter caught my ears. 
Lips parted in a mocking grin, 
toothless smile, 
bald scalp peeling and dirty. 
Sitting on the park bench 
in tattered pants and sweaters, 
he tosses crumbs to the pigeons and squirrels, 
and spits out words like melon seeds 
to the blue and gold flowers 




The last raindrops spatter the street 
in a tangle of guttering shadows. 
Petals and leaves are blown about the walk 
amid the distant thunder and lightning. 
An old woman peers out of the doorway 
of a building long ago abandoned. 
She is wrapped in a single blanket 
streaked with dirt and smudge. 
Her stocking fallen, shoes dagged, 
white cheeks hollow like empty shells 
A siren begins to sound loud and shrill. 
With a nervous glance side to side, 
she slogs out onto the concrete 
and stoops to pick up some grapes 
rolling in the rain-swollen gutter. 
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Twenty minutes had passed 
Twenty minutes had passed. 
nlwZanlT?d'n8 mo(ionk'ss, listening, pausing between every step, to listen 
" , " "arrhow shadowed street, the burning 
and the8 rm,^ the hazy moonlight 
and the steel grey of a slim-barreled rifle 
The explosions shatter the blackness sjsrsssfisar-
and his sense of time slowly melted away. 
5<? 
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Kfrmit Wayne Wiffiison 
(Prognosis 
Life is like the words 
on an otherwise blank sheet of paper. 
Each utterance has a beginning and an end 
its moment in the void. 
Remembering evening conversations, 
rock collecting, furniture moving, 
a few drinks for the day. 
I told you I've always wanted 
to be a writer. After that you 
often asked if I'd written anything yet. 
1 hen you were told you have cancer. 
We all live our lives pretending 
time will always be followed by 
more time. Then there is no chance 
left to ask more of the wishing well. 
Now there is no more wishing well, 
no one to answer the telephone, 
questions left unanswered, a void 
without a voice. A box full of ashes. 
Most of those who read this 
will never know who you were. 
The one who wrote it will never forget 
Simon Simonian 
War Is Over (Everybody goes iKome) 
Burning like a fire, Gentle like a velvet 
Stars are shining higher, Wind is shaking his head 
Silently like shadows 
Whispering are meadows 
No one, no one, no one 
No one goes home 
July breeze is hotter. Limpid like a cloud 
Walking on the water old ghosts talk aloud 
No one, no one, no one 
No one goes home 
Deep inside the river, timid like a morning 
Weeds shake in a fever, Raindrops make a warning 
Rain will wash the redness, 
Take away the sadness 
No one, no one, no one 
No one goes home 
Birds were shot by lightning. Thunder stunned a vale, 
Waging their fighting, dreams die in the air 
Thousand threads of hail. Purple trees are bending. 
Wept into the vale. Life—it has no ending 
No one, no one, no one 




fatted to Leaves 
Talked to leaves yesterday, 
They were conquered by autumn. 
Walked with sultry winds through meadows andvaUeys, 
But tonight the air is still like a reflection in a we . 
IlDon entering my cell I realized that solitude settled inside. 
Dusk descended, and a night knocked at my window timid y. 
1 looked out and saw its beauty. 
Stars! That is who 1 shall talk to, 




Tears of the Qocfs 
World of waves and hot sands 
Spread like monsters in dreams. 
In its breath no-one lives, 
From its breath no-one seems 
To escape. 
From its arms 
No-one seems to evade. 
Just behold the high hills— 
That's the smell of the fate ... 
Blood of heroes is red 
Drowning in purple grass, 
Cold bellicose skulls— 
That's the mirror of stars. 
Ruined, murdered, destroyed, 
Smashed, reduced to the ground 
Is the city of Troy, 
Is the covenant town. 
Wars, which are brought about 
By a woman are doomed 
To be war of the years 
(Like a pus in a wound). 
It grows dark, never ends, 
Gathers corpses and pain 
That is how with a scream 
Greeks rushed Troy again. 
Many years died in flames, 
Froze in ice of the past. 
Gods were tired of the game, 
That was looking unjust. 
Gods were having a feast, 
Gods were only amused, 
When the winds streamed the dawn, 
South winds brought the news. 
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"Listen, kings, pray look down! 
Where is smoke of the burn? 
Where's the sun that shone in 
Killing arms of the men?" 
No-one drank up his wine, 
And Ambrosia was 
Left uneaten on tables 
Of oak. 
Anger rose. 
Gods looked down, saw themselves 
In the eyes of the dead. 
"How could we let that be?"— 
They cried shaking their heads. 
Their iridescent souls 
Flashed like jaded sunrise. 
Martial arms were interred, 
Tears rose on their eyes. 
"How could we stultify 
Ourselves? 
How could we 
Let the passing-bell ring?" 
Quavered Gods. . .Let that be?" 
Far away from the skies 
Gruesome, grisly like wars 
As a symbol of death 
Towered stately a horse. 
World of waves and hot sands 
m , monsters in dreams. 
In its breath no-one lives, 
From its breath, no-one seems .... 
ToTheseaed dOW" remains 
T« Who would say 
Of thI r r/?infwas tears Of the Gods far away. 
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<Brian (R. Jenkins 
(Burn 
Had it not been for sheer carelessness, the boy may have never 
made his discovery. But the boy's mother liked his roguish features 
and thought that long curly bangs would enhance them. She would 
watch the way he blew the hair out of his eyes when he was en­
tranced in his arithmetic. She made sure that he did his school work 
the way little boys were supposed to, but she did not see the neces­
sity to make him look like every other little boy. 
' Timmy sat inches from the small pile of burning leaves, mesmer­
ized by the way the flames danced and dawdled. He watched the 
way the brown would slowly change to black as the dry leaf burned a 
curling death. He liked to hold the lighter under a leaf, not quite 
touching the flame to it, and watch the fire open up a hole and 
spread outward. Once the leaf was in full burn, he would drop it on 
the ground and light another one. After several operations he 
realized that he had created a small tire in front of him. He quickly 
gathered two more handfuls and put them on top ot the burning 
ones. He watched as the fire underneath made a bigger hole and he 
scooted closer so he could see the process trom directly above the 
fire. „ , . 
Timmy did not realize right away that the smell was his own 
hair. He was too fascinated by the smell itself. Only when he saw 
the knobby ends of a lock of his hair did he make the connection. 
The boy jumped back and threw his arms up to his head. He 
squealed as he ran around in circles thinking that he was sure y 
going to die. His mother was going to be really upset with him it 
that happened. .. „ . , . 
Nearly thirty seconds passed before Timmy finally had to stop 
and catch his breath. A cramp crept up along his side and clutched 
him between his ribs, forcing Timmy to double oycr- i 
hand on his knee supporting his torso and his right hand trying to 
unclench the fingers around his ribs, Timmy move jv,ntr 
and saw results of his carelessness. He was not dead, ondying, 
did, however, notice that he could see directly in front of him with-
out pushing away his bangs. rrnc„pfi hi<; 
Timmy let himself plop down on the 8r°urJ a ^ ̂  
legs in front of him. He pulled the burned loc o 
as he could, but he could only see the little knobsi that h : ^ ̂  
before. They looked so strange and foreign o . m;njature> 
hair looked like the ends on his mother s brus , 1 
He tugged at one and it crumbled away leaving ;onl'a 
residue on his fingers. Timmy put his fingers 
and inhaled through it. 
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That was it. That was the smell that had caught his attention in 
he first place. He thought that it was a fantastic odor. He grabbrf 
he rest of the knobs and pulled them off into his hand. Hesmld 
the smell again and grinned. 
fmiH !ITy dcc,ded hc n^ded to walk back across the empty 
field to his house and find some scissors. 
"Hey, got a light?" 
Tim looked away from the television sitting in the top corner of 
h m I SaY stranger in front of him. Tim was always 
a fled as to why a person will ask a complete stranger in a bar to 
the barkeeper1^ WhCn hC C°U,d e3Siiy gCt 3 P3ck °f matches frora 
faro iTh matcI?es:" Tim replied. His long brown hair fell into his 
htw nt /Tv. f int° jeans and puI,ed the matches out. He 
°f,hls tac(; as he popped one of his own coffin nails into 
crs SI He struck a single match and lit both his and the strang-
'cm 1got plemy-n thc matchbook to the stranger. "Keep 
smok^nll^ tbc's,ran&er exhaled, blowing a straight stream of 
"Mafrh V Gr I1"1 S ad' 1 can never hang on to a lighter." 
anymore thanT anVW3y- They Sme11 better- Just don't light anymore than two cigarettes with one match." 
Why is that?" 
u p  t o ^ f c t d i t h u  r ( : m a i n s  o f  h i s  n o n - a l c o h o l i c  b e e r  a n d  s t o o d  
^ht^Ar^ £ lu°ked down at thc s* foot stranger, 
walked awav silpnt^hf ^in' Tim waired until the stranger 
He looked hari- * e °ru dng a small grin escape his face, 
news. The special reoorr 'bc> tc,cvlsion and continued to watch the 
was pissing most of tho I f W3S pre"emPting the basketball game 
ing he wSSSthe^Coun^T^ °ff' bUt n0t TiDL With°Ut 
volume had been turnpH H aPartment COmpJex burn" The 
saying. The comolev W;K °Wn' 7im ^new what the reporter was 
in one of the interior unir^nTiIw 3 h°tGl and the fire had started 
hardest fires to control h ' t spread outward. Those were the 
watched as paramedS wheeled the hardest t0 Tim 
No people died but several h '? '"halation victims into ambulances. 
degreePTwo dogs and f°r burns of ™ 
that. s ' mo cats and a bird also perished. Tim knew 
He was there. 
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"Timmy Timmy, I'm home. Where are you?" Mrs. Dorin walked 
into the house and set the two bags of groceries on the kitchen 
table. "Come on, Timmy. Help me put this stuff away. Oh my God! 
Timmy, what did you do?" , , . , 
The boy had just walked into the kitchen trom the bathroom and 
he looked up at his mother. Even though he was only ten, he did not 
have to look up very far. 
"1 cut my hair." , „ , 
"Why? Shit, Timmy, what in the world possessed you to do that? 
You had beautiful hair." 
Timmy decided an hour ago why he did it. "It was in myway. 
He buried his face inside one of the grocery bags and hauled out the 
gallon of milk. Instead of putting it in the refrigerator, he set it on 
the counter and pulled a glass down from out of the cupboard. 
"Geez, Mom, it'll grow back you know. Why ya so bent up. 
Timmy's mother opened her mouth to shout at him agamand 
instead a laugh came out. What Timmy had justsa^coupled witha 
haircut that was more jagged than the stripe on the fr^t of ^harlie 
Brown's shirt was too much for her brain to process. The scene 
simply could bear no anger. , 
"Finish that milk and go straight up to my room so I can at least 
make your hair look presentable. Christ, Timmy, of all the crazy 
,tofhmny gulped the rest of the milk down in three and sauntered 
out of the kitchen. He wondered to himself how his hair looked 
Pie He also wondered what his mother would say if she really knew 
why he had cut his hair. His hand went mtohisdemmjacketandhe 
crumbled up more of his locks between his fmgers^ He sniffedI ins 
fingers, smiling to himself that he had saved all the hair he had cut 
from the back of his head for tomorrow. 
Tim finished eating his fries and continued to watclrthe telet­
hon. The Countryside apartment complexWKI ^tarnmgire 
the inside out, and was startupLftwause now all of the local 
Most of the bar's patrons had left becau;^ " mminB in order to 
stations had pre-empted their regular P g ^ at the 
cover the story. Tim got up from the table ne wa* d 
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bar to get a closer look. He asked the barkeeper to turn im th« 
volume and she obliged since the only other person in fhp 
was an old man sleeping off an afternoon buzz at the other IT 
a drink sin r" S° mterested' ,on«hair?" She decided to make herself a drink since no one was around anyway 
firstTZ18fihnCelhen Way' She Was ta" and had wavV auburn hair At 
h T™ thought she was quite pretty, but now a closer looked 
eZdVbLXT " ̂  "Mhnte 
thing"" liIll0°000' £afth t0 the 'onghair You Iikc tos or some-
'ThJbuSdin?isSt0ry' that'S a[L" Tim turned back t0 the television, 
quite a while " 65 gh a"d 3 bl°Ck ,ong' " ma>'burn for 
letting bum?"sheeasked00ked "P the SCreea "Why are thcyjust 
deMrtaemsTni"8'iet"?g'! burn' TheyVe got four different 
They're trvina m f tu' e°°k' See tbe firefighters on the far side, 
up the strept t Su 6L 0^ t0 tbe comP'ex s0 it doesn't spread 
watch it h k fv! U burn' They can t do a fucking thing but 
looked back at th/h ? degrees on the very inside." Tim 
bar and was nnu arkeeper, but she had quietly snuck down the 
wanted another Jfndlngat0,the 0,d raan' He hadwoka up and 
eyes narrowed on 7' Tim glanced back at the screen and his 
He put his jacket on ^ WCre trying t0 seaI off the fire-"Wh I dnd headed out of the bar. 
end of thenar close^1 tolh^oor7^ barkeeper was wiping down the 
evening streets*0 °n TV grinned at her as he walked into the 
breath without making an Smaii bush and tried t0 catch h 
difference because the animan?6" He if did not make my 
nonetheless. He looked nm , iW e he was' but he tried 
the animal about fifteen fee/aw thc fieJd in front of him and saw 
also growing weary. He watchedTh noticed that thc animal w; 
They 
rabbit, apparently':SMUcafcto^^ b'reaftd^0 StepS forward' T 
8 oreath did not move. Timmy 
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had his own breath under control and took a couple more steps 
toward the animal. He was now about ten feet away. This was the 
range that he had faltered all afternoon. Several times before he had 
been this close. Every time he took another step the rabbit would 
bound away and Timmy would chase it. Every time the rabbit would 
wear Timmy our and he would have to stop to either catch his 
breath or get rid of a cramp. Soon the daylight would be gone and 
Timmy would have to stop altogether. 
Timmy lifted his right leg off of the ground and leaned forward, 
ready to give chase if the animal moved. Timmy finished his step 
and to his disbelief the rabbit did not even flinch. Eight feet. He 
could almost see inside the rabbit's large erect ears. He tried again. 
As his foot came to the ground the animal flinched, poising itself for 
(light. Timmy froze. He unconsciously held his breath. He was not 
sure what to do. He knew he had to wait a while before even mov­
ing, but he did not want to wait so long that the rabbit moved away 
on its own. Timmy realized that he was not breathing and slowly 
exhaled as a gentle breeze came from behind him and kissed his 
bare neck. 
He could not remember ever having such a sensation before and 
he was glad that he was not letting himself move so he could cm-
brace the full effect of the breeze. He knew his mother liked his 
floppy hair so he would not cut it off again no matter how much he 
wanted to smell it burn. The tail of the breeze wrapped itself 
around his naked nape and slithered away. He opened his eyes and 
the rabbit was still in front of him, now less than six feet away. 
Then a strange thing happened. The rabbit started to move and 
just as Timmy cocked himself to give chase, he realized his fortune. 
The rabbit took two steps toward him. Timmy had to cover his 
mouth just so the gasp in his throat would not escape. It the rabbit 
were a stone, Timmy could pick it up simply by bending over. 
Slowly, he crouched down until his rear end was just inches from 
the ground. The rabbit twitched its head to the left and was looking 
right into Timmy's eyes. Timmy looked back. The rabbit s cars 
flicked and Timmy knew it was going to take off. All of his weigh 
was on his left foot so Timmy leaped the only way he could, to his 
right. He stretched out his hands and closed his eyes. , 
Timmy almost choked when he felt the soft fur of the. rabbit s 
belly land into the palms of his hands. He wanted toscream 
delight but instead he yelled in agony as the l0 his 
sunk into the fleshy bit of skin that connected ith 
thumb. He rolled over one full turn and came.^XZhfrabbh 
the form of an Olympic javelin contestant he launc 
high into the air and watched where it landed. 
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The boy, clutching his wounded hand, started to walk toward to 
the dead rabbit. 
He picked the disfigured animal up by the nape of the neck and 
walked over to the spot where he had burned the leaves a few weeks 
back. He dropped the rabbit on top of the small clearing that his 
excursions had now created in the field. Timmy sat down in front of 
the corpse and gathered up dry grass. Few leaves were left, and he 
slid them underneath the rabbit. 
Timmy extracted the lighter from his pocket and cupped the 
flame so it would not die as he tilted the lighter over. One leaf, then 
two caught flame and he quickly moved the flame to the other side 
of the rabbit to light some grass and two more leaves. He heard the 
lirst crackling of the animal's fur and leaned back on his rear end, 
content to watch and smell the animal burn. 
I im drove quickly to Countryside apartment complex and 
parked his car just outside of the perimeter that the rows of fire 
trucks had created. He got out of his car and tied his hair back into 
a ponytail with a thick rubber band. He pulled the collar of his 
jacket up and tucked his head down as he weaved in between the 
trucks. When he found the one he was looking for he stopped and 
peered inside. No one around. He reached inside his jacket and 
pulled out his cigarettes. No sooner had he lit up and he was spot-
ted He inhaled deeply as the fireman walked toward him, taking off 
the helmet that enveloped his entire face. Tim exhaled and grinned 
at the man. 
W hat are you doing here?" the fireman asked. 
"Just came by to help out." 
I he fireman blinked at I im, then pointed toward the back of the 
truck. 
our gear is still in the back, Dorin." The fireman took Tim's 
cigarette from him and drew hard. "You've already pulled fourteen 
hours and I shouldn't let you do anymore. But, shit, we sure could 
use you again." 
r,„ Th, bfC ,^a,d,y ta ten minu,es and y°u can tell me where to go. But, chief, I d like to go back inside." 
lo°kcd at him for a >°ng second. "I know. Christ, 
the™?" 8 nu,s- Wha',he hc" drives y°u when you're in 
fromtSi turned 'aty™" ' '°°k  ̂
It was the first time all day long that the chief laughed out loud. 
7^ 
(Brian <R. Jenkins 
Confession 
Forgive me Father, for I have sinned. 
It has been many years 
since my last confession 
and I am not so sure 
I have ever been truly sorry. 
I am a selfish and pitiful man. 
Conceit and Deception know me as Teacher, 
Rage knows me as Lover, 
and Compassion is but a mere acquaintance. 
Torment befriended my adolescence 
and mocked my parents. 
My rebellious youth helped kill 
my father 
and take my mother from her sanity. 
United in your church with 
permanent vows, 
my marriage lasted just longer than 
the dandelions, yet produced 
two precious daughters. 
1 am a selfish and pitiful man. 
I spend more time at breakfast 
than 1 do with those daughters. 
My intentions are solid, 
yet my actions weak. 
I always find something else to do 
to fill the void 1 constantly enlarge. 
Father, twelve years of forced religion 
taught me that 1 was created in your image. 
Please tell me that I was lied to, 
lest my afterlife be no better than yesterday. 
Hrop««ry or Univ. or Mo.-St. 
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(Brian % Jenkins 
Ji Large (Deep (Pan (Poem with <Extra Cheese, 
andtfotd the Anchovies 
The Pizza Diaries, Part I 
I am, I am, I am pizza man 
and I can do anything. 
I am the king of crust 
the earl of anchovies 
and the prince of pepperoni 
delivering pizza presents all 
throughout the city. 
Beer guts and plumbers' butts 
young nannys and endearing grannys 
night owls and the bath toweled 
all have required my personal attention. 
You'll like me when 1 come 
I have all the right moves 
Hot food, cold drinks and a slick smile 
I'll play with your dog and pet your children 
and tell you how much 1 appreciate 
the tip. 
But be careful just how far you let the door crack 
All the private little worlds 
I've glimpsed have made me a cynical man 
If you show me too much 
I'll eat a slice of your life. 
The fat, naked woman sobbed as she 
threw the twenty at me and slammed the door 
The fat, clothed man laughing at her 
from the couch 
the bill falls to the floor just inside the doorway 
1 must knock again. 
Welfare mother acts like she is important 
Even gives me a tip 
Forsake a week of groceries and diapers 
to eat like suburbia for an hour. 
Baby can't eat pizza. 
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Nervous, frail, little, balding 
middle-aged, born-again man 
sets his pizza down and hands me 
a check and a bible tract 
Hallelujah, Jesus! 
Sweet tip, but it won't pay any of my bills. 
Newlyweds summon for me and then 
set about each other not able 
to control their passion until after they feed. 
I always come in less than thirty minutes, 
but the favor is rarely reciprocated. 
The seductress answers with 
an open kimono. 
Sweet shapes and soft skin 
tease me, purposefully, as she knowingly 
bends over to write me the check. 
In that singular moment, pizza boy paradise 
is but a word away from manifestation. 
My life could almost be complete. 
A car that smells like tomatoes 
and skin pungent with grease. 
Make, cook, cut, deliver 
animal P^ts on top of processed wee 
.^>00 degrees for eleven minutes 
Perfect. 
Beef, pork, bacon, sausage, onion, cheese 
Thin, thick, stuffed and hand-tossed 
-Neighborhoods, streets, houses, children, pets 
worlds, universes, galaxies. 
I appreciate the tip. 
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<Kpti  Turner 
The Staffing ofJCani 
"There are far worse things waiting man - than death 
-Brant Stoker s Dracula 
HankTinsley sauntered into the spotless kitchen and threw his 
schoolbooks onto the table. He searched the cabinets and pantries 
for a candy bar or a snack cake, but his mother had once again filled 
the shelves with apples, pears, oranges, and granola bars, 
grabbed a green apple and chomped loudly. With each bite of the 
sour, juicy fruit, his contentment grew; he enjoyed being rude to the 
marbled counters, the white tiled walls, the alphabetized spices, and 
the centerpiece of yellow roses. He propped a large foot on the tab e 
and made more noise. Concentrating so hard on this effort, he did 
not even notice that his mother had appeared in the open doorway 
with her arms filled with bags of groceries. A gust of summer heat 
^SSexpect you home so soon. Why did^t you go to 
practice?" She paused noticing his outstretched foot on her blue 
and white checkered tablecloth. Her face contorted and her green 
eyes narrowed. "Take your foot down. 
Hank quickly removed his foot and straightened Inmself. HUJ 
mother's face returned to its normal round shape, but her gree 
to neatly pteyied drc.s, preparing Tor «n argument. You don t 
want to lose your chance to play in Friday s game. 
"I didn't want to stay. I'm a little tired. 
She sat the bags down, grabbed a damp dishrag and roughly 
wiped the tablecloth. "But Friday night is an irnportan gtune. 
There may even be some college scouts there! she persisted. Hon 
estly, Hank I don't understand you. before 
Looking into those green eyes, Hank retorted, 1 told you beiore. 
1 don't want to play baseball anymore. ,h, H„ taew she 
wo Z nm unTersZdmat U wlsft^^ 
the middle of a baseball field with the 
«d7«̂  
rnTseemedmmke some the 
average height and its accompanying clumsiness om> 
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torment. He knew that if it wasn't for his older brother plavto 
teamZt'aU baScba"'thc coach would ce«ainly not want him on th, 
„i=Z°,r God S sake' Why can'r you ever finish anything? You Quit 
ued ThSS°nS' 8UItar 'fssons' and sw™ming lessons," she contin­
ued. The green eyes glowed brighter and penetrated deeper. 
nr cJi aV ' yea y didn'i want to take piano lessons, guitar lessons 
or swimming lessons. You pushed me into them " 
remark thC inViSib,e Spot' The forcefulness of Hank's 
emark had stunned her causing her to change her strategy. "Tell 
Shirts and rZ^" y°urnroom or wear anything besides those old 
rZnWh P? lCa? Do you ever bother t0 stand UP straight?" 
nrnhlpm [f°u 5 g0nc Crazy' His heiSht had always been a 
P „!™'hc stood up straight, he would be well over six feet tall. 
Hank knew he could not return her insults. 
was nnf wifZ Z *er ,prim clothinS and styled hair in contempt. She 
Whiskev iZ rt. 1 a ank knew about the bottle of Canadian Mist 
of deZraZ iaundiy room. It was tucked away behind the boxes 
midnZhf C3nS °f Spray starcb' He fu" well of her midnight journeys to the bottle. 
be\ioZ!?hted d?un 3t ^ torn jeans and worn sneakers. Hank 
did nnr hra "1? was embarrassed to have him as her son. She 
wonderful °Ut t0 friends- A11 ^er friend's children were 
lookldintn hk tlV luUC?ed his shoulder causing Hank to flinch. He moKed into his mother's tired face. 
ened ilifHo Wh3t iS imP°rtant t0 you?" Her voice had soft-
Hank 1 d,hGr g[een W scemed less painful, 
his mother thaf h!f?P fnd Ws mouth dried. How could he tell 
by her unwillinan >•ong^ t0 . a fiction writer? He was saddened 
countless hourf -n^ 3 inability to appreciate the desire to spend 
places and fanta«ni *PCVVntcr creating imaginary people, mythical 
satisfaction t'°W CouId she taow tbe and 
and sharing it with tnfVT1 "g fr°m deep ^^n one's person 
convince her H m '^gers? Yet, he knew he must try to 
Hank ckared hTs thrn^ ' °SC eyes ^derstand. 
be a writer. My English to- h sat,strai^ht in the chair. "I want to 
His mother flastdh.m, 7 TV had real potent •" 
sentence. The grimace and tv fr0Ze his words in 011(1 
her back to him and droned look ret°med. She turned 
your father." cloth in the sink. "You are just like 
'he same thick black hair whi'f dld ccsemble his father; they shared 
which rippled in short, wispy waves, the 
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same bronzed complexion, the same naturally muscled physique, 
and the same well-defined dimples which accented his melancholy 
face. But from his mother, he had inherited those malevolent green 
eyes. ,, 
Hank knew what his mother meant by "just like your father." 
He had laid awake many nights in his bed overhearing the argu­
ments and fights; listening to his mother belittle his father by calling 
him "incompetent" and a "useless drunk." 
Hank felt that his mother was to blame for everything wrong in 
his life—the swimming lessons, the fights and arguments, his un­
natural height, the separation from his father, and the move from 
Chicago to the small southeastern Missouri town. She had said that 
it would be a nice change of pace and that it would do them good to 
get a fresh start. . , 
Hank hated the town. Its narrow main street lined with ancient 
buildings—many broken and weathered. The tattered flag which 
hung from a slightly bent flagpole in the middle of the square. A 
gray water tower glowing with the green letters BARFIELD. The 
sameness and whiteness of their rented three bedroom house. He 
despised the small high school with the baseball team and the 
jeering faces. Hank was certain that his mother was somehow 
responsible for the town's very existence and he hated her for it. 
"Hank, are you listening to me?" she said turning Irom the sink 
to face him. 
Hank didn't answer. 
"Hank?" 
The boy swiftly stood up sending the schoolbooks tumbling to 
the floor. "I think I'll go to my room," he announced. 
"You do that," his mother replied curtly. „n ,t 
When he was already out of the room, she called o » 
forget  your books." Hank sheepishly ran into the roomi,  scoopedp 
the books, and slipped back out the door. His mo e 
out the window at the neatly manicured lawn an P 
When he stormed into his bedroom, Hank discove 
younger brother Johnathon playing on the floor 1 ijnon closer 
articles of discarded clothing and some old PaP^r " ccn anci 
examination he detected the Chihuahua benea 
8<>1<"Johnathon, take my baseball uniform off that smelly mutt," 
"^"gasped Johnathon covering the dog's 
thinks he's a Husky and 1 m an Eskimo. . d t k my uniform 
"Sure, just stop rubbing noses with Nanook and 
off your sled dog" 
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"But I don't think he wants to run around naked in this cold 
weather." 
A dull scraping came from the hallway. Hank had heard the 
annoying sound many times before. 
"Johnathon," he interrupted, "Did you hear something?" 
"What?" demanded Johnathon. His small eyes flickered in 
anticipation of another game. 
"Didn't you hear a strange noise outside my room?" 
"No, but I could go explore." 
"Why don't you do that?" Hank answered. Johnathon zipped up 
his fur-lined jacket and left the room with the Chihuahua following 
closely behind. 
Once he was alone, Hank threw the schoolbooks on a table and 
Hung himsell on his unmade bed and considered the noise. He 
knew Johnathon would not iind anything, yet he was certain the 
noise was real. Something was creating that annoying rustling 
outside his door. Although he was quite terrified, he could not stop 
studying the sounds and wondering about their source. 
ho Jm ° UI f J' Hank rcturned to his room and did some 
omework before he yawned and pulled his athletic shoes off his 
thp ch(!ou 'r! ?r the covers so that his limbs c°uld melt into 
then«  f o r m  t£a plcasant feeling. He wished that he could stay 
A Sr 111 ?C SlCUnty and safety of the quilted blankets. 
retnrnoH Thing began t0 replace the serenity. The sound had 
closed door HP?38 Ti? again something poised beyond his 
coidd anm-oarhhi thaJthis time jt wa*ted to smother him if it 
capable of ?? ? him feel powerIess- Surely it would be capable of crushing the life from his rib cage if it were given the 
ZZ Teybeasa,nkHf0UnHdHi' diffiCUlt t0 brel.he when h?Wed »o 
stô ch tested intnT f 'TS 11 must be! His head ached and his 
a^thTdnn? ,nHt0 k"ots' » Probably drooled as it pressed itself 
gcinst the door. Hank fought these thoughts until his long trem-
oveTtoKr6" fr°m the sides °f the bed and Jeep 
CouWn\ThXevTntnfhHank CUrSed the sunnV d*V and singing birds SSfSiSSTE « 
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As the room filled with light, the sound returned and Hank 
fancied he saw a pale mist flirting with the crack beneath the door. 
The beast was again moving in the hallway. Its sharp talons scraped 
against the carpet. He could imagine its glowing green eyes and 
yellowed teeth. He wiped his eyes and looked again. He prayed that 
it would not be able to enter. It advanced threateningly many times. 
There was no way he could proceed beyond the door. Hank decided 
he would be unable to go to school. 
It was not until noon that his mother carried a tray of food into 
his room. 
"Eat," she said. "You need to keep up your strength. Isn't prac­
tice this afternoon?" 
Hank refused to acknowledge her presence. 
"1 didn't expect you to feel well enough to attend school today." 
She sat the tray on the edge of the bed. 
He did not explain to her that he would not be allowed to play in 
the game Friday night because he had already missed too many 
practices; it did not matter to him if she thought she had to revive 
his health for a particular reason. Hank just ate his food. 
As soon as she left the room, he put the tray on the floor beside 
the bed. The interruption had called him to action. He resolved to 
consider his dilemma more carefully. 
In his entire eighteen years, he had never encountered such a 
formidable opponent or such a frightening situation. He lay ac ross 
the bed and listed the characteristics he had determined about the 
beast. He knew its cleverness, its dedicated patience, its desire to 
suffocate him. He added a new one to his list. It had become (a-
pable of entering his sanctuary. The soft hairs on the back of his 
neck began to tingle and rise. It was hopeless. Defeat was inevi-
table. 
More hours alone intensified his despair. He cursed the beast s 
sickly sweet-smelling presence. No odor was more foul. Rising from 
the bed, it occurred to him there was one solution. He realized he 
might be able to destroy the hideous creature. The idea gave him 
hope 
Hank's mind began to work quickly. What would destroy such a 
beast? He eliminated several plans before he finally remembered 
the revolver in the hall closet. His mother had brought it from 
Chicago with them. She said that it would provide security and 
protection. The revolver was the answer. He almost laughed at the 
thought of how shocked the beast would be when the lead bullets 
pierced its existence. All he needed to do was wait by the door, and 
when it tried to enter 
There was only one flaw to his plan: he would have to leave his 
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room to get the gun. It seemed like an insurmountable obstacle. 
While he was in deep thought, Johnathon entered the room with 
the Chihuahua following closely behind. "The Husky and I want to 
see how you're doing. It sure is nice in here compared to the frozen 
tundra," reported Johnathon, looking around the room. 
"Get out and take that dog with you!" Hank was trembling 
because Johnathon's opening the door had surprised him. 
Johnathon began to cry as Hank added, "Wait a minute. Maybe you 
should stay." 
"And Nanook?" 
"Sure, the sled dog can stay too. Tell me, how would you like to 
be a part of a secret mission?" 
Johnathon nodded his head and wiped the tears off his face. 
"You mean you're going to let me play in your igloo?" the younger 
boy asked. 
"Yes," Hand replied, "because this is a very important mission." 
Johnathon listened eagerly as Hank fully described the beast. 
Hank then tested Johnathon to make sure that he had become 
sufficiently involved in the plot. 
"Can you smell the monster?" 
Johnathon put his hand over his mouth to show that the 
creature's odor made him nauseous. 
"Good," Hank replied. Perhaps his plan would work. "Now this 
is the crucial part, Johnathon, so listen carefully. There is only one 
way to destroy the monster. You will help, won't you?" 
"We both will." The younger boy rubbed the dog behind its tiny 
ears and the dog wagged its stubby tail. 
Good. Do you remember where mom hides the revolver?" 
"In the boxes in the hall closet." 
"Right. All you have to do is go there, find the gun, and bring it 
to me. Just don't forget that this is a secret mission. You can't tell 
anybody." 
"But Hank, there are spiders in the closet." 
Good grief!" screamed Hank. He lowered his voice. "Don't 
worr\ Nanook will take care of them." Johnathon still hesitated 
until Hank added, "There is no way anyone will find out." Assured, 
Johnathon scampered out the door. Noticing the boy's absence, the 
Chihuahua quickly left the room. 
As soon as Hank was alone, he began to experience a tremen­
dous relict as if he were about to be released from a prison cell. 
Hank laughed to himself. The beast could not anticipate its fate. He 
was glad it was not so clever after all. 
"Did you get it?" he demanded. 
^ es! Johnathon proudly announced entering the room and 
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holding the box out for his brother's inspection. 
Hank took the box, opened the lid, and removed the revolver. He 
turned the weapon over and stroked its cold surface with a trem­
bling finger. He took each bullet out of the box and began placing it 
into an awaiting chamber. 
"Don't you think you should use silver bullets?" Johnathon 
asked. His innocent blue eyes had grown wide. 
"These will work fine." 
"Didn't you see the movie about the monster in Japan that was 
eating taxicabs and .. 
"I said these will work," Hank yelled. The smaller boy's eyes 
began to fill with tears. "Get by the door, and when I give the signal, 
open it and stand clear." 
Johnathon would not move. Hank screamed at him in threaten­
ing tones. Beads of sweat covered his forehead and his voice quiv­
ered. 
"What's going on boys?" a feminine voice from the kitchen said. 
Hank's face twisted into a strange shape. 
"Don't answer," he ordered. "The monster is too close; we can't 
let it detect our plan. Now, for the last time, go stand by the door." 
Hank held the revolver tightly in his hand and listened to the 
beast approach. "Life will be better without this monster. \ou 
realize that, don't you?" Hank wanted to explain everything to 
Johnathon, but Johnathon's blank eyes just stared in amazement. 
Hank listened to the sound of the beast's pulsating, resolute 
movements that seemed to fill the room and echo throughout the 
entire house. Its scent made the air heavy and burned in Hank s 
lungs. He could again detect the subtle vapor that seeped through 
the crack under the door. 
"You do understand how dangerous it is. If we don t destroy it, 
it will destroy us." Hank's voice was uneven, and his arms were 
shaking as he tried to steady the gun. He thought ot how much he 
hated these sensations that haunted him day and night. They would 
not allow him to live a normal life, and they stole any happiness he 
might have. He clutched the revolver even tighter. Whereas he had 
been defeated, he would soon be the conqueror; where he had been 
powerless, he would soon have control. All the humiliation, anger, 
lack of approval, and disappointment he had ever known would be 
released. . 
"Now!" Hank screamed. Although Johnathon stood motionless, 
the door opened. 
"What's all the commotion?" the intruder asked. 
Three shots exploded in the air and shook e\en the foundation 
of the house. The dog scrambled to the corner and cowered. 
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Hank's eyes met Johnathon's, and Johnathon's face revealed 
much more than Hank's feeble explanations ever could have. Hank 
realized that Johnathon had loved the sweet perfume that had been 
the beast. He knew that Johnathon had listened to the footsteps and 
felt security, and he realized that the voice never seemed harsh to 
those small ears. Hank left the room. 
A cemetery remains on the edge of the small town as it has for 
years Huge oak trees watch over the sleeping spirits. Their bent 
branches creak and groan with the intermittent gusts of Autumn 
uind. Sitting motionless on a limb, a morning dove cries a somber 
rn ? ''cmaining leaves dance their silent dances across the 
cloud-filled sky. I ombstones of various shapes and sizes litter the 
rimmed green grass. Their polished marble surfaces glisten with 
, h morning dew. Arrangements of faded flowers perch beside 
memory mcm°rializing a moment of respect or an instant of 
cemetoVv"^^ hnd'lbCSir Cua,familiar grave in the middIe of the 
hang loocph *1 If.gh,ly bent with age and strains of gray hair 
v.bnnrandyhHahfS >£ Wrin"cd forehead" The man's eyes once 
passinl of vS?h r,°Uth' haVe become duI1 and tired with the 
body A siLp P 3 W°rn overcoat closer to his slender 
The mln inV ^ rOSC iS dutched m a listed hand, 
flower on hs Tf ? front of the marker and places the 
the known lettprc °H" U3 ,rcmbling finger, he carefully traces 
ing the bottom hie" numberscngraved deep in the granite. Near-
BELOVED MOTHFR grccn with tears. The echoing phrase 
h* blood ,o RrPS hlS beart causing his pulse to quicken and 
picnics on sundav Uw!? "0?d hiS mind' Good 'hnes of family 
older brother build in oons' Playing catch in the backyard with his 
and forts ta ,he c«sh snow 
swiftly crowd his rnn«H ' sweet smell of homemade bread 
creeps forewarning, darkness 
begin to cloud and tainr Vh mcr"brances of pain and suffering 
down a A S'°Wly triCkleS 
The man slnwlv -L i ? y rops t0 thc ground below, 
of the cemetery A shTTD hrp» ^ hC3d' He tUrns and walks out 
sweet-smelling^perfunie^ nd gunpowder.1"0 °dW °f 
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Sandra Mueller 
Life's SpiraC <Path 
Round and round the spiral we go 
We tend what we plant 
and reap what we sow; 
We turn the wheel as we weave our web 
We bring forth the seed 
and we cut the thread. 
Jan quntfitr 
Santa <Fe 
As I listen to the distant jaa of the innerbelt 
and the crickets 
on this otherwise empt) night, 
I remember studying late with )OU in college. 
\\'e would sta> in the silence of the library for hours on end 
,,ithout saying a \.\Ord 
) ct content 
knowing we were together. 
I kne,, c, crything about you 
and ) ou about me, 
but I don't even kno,\ ,,here) ou arc now, 
and, as close as we \\Cre, il seems strange that we exist m separate 
worlds. 
I think about you all the time 
and wonder 
1f ,,c had met when we were older if things would have been 
d1lfcrcnt 
I sm, you m Santa 1-c once 
but you didn't sec me 
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Carrie Jaeger 
JA. Secret Letter to Christopher 
Your mother called today, 
so tense and worn from crying, 
her voice in cracked, slivered pieces. 
She says she doesn't know 
how you did it 
and you avoid her eyes 
but the guinea pig is dead. 
Christopher. 
I think I can try to understand. 
Did you love it so hard, 
so fierce and desperate, 
that you squeezed it 
until it stopped kicking? 
I know that love. 
When you were a baby 
I held you while you slept, 
your face against my neck, 
exhaling slow, sleepy, milky breaths, 
the pale down of your hair 
warm and light against my lips 
as I held them there to feel. 
I loved you so much 
I'd grit my teeth. 
Just a little more 
and I'd absorb you. 
I'd keep you, 
my own beautiful, magic boy 
in a secret space 
somewhere inside my chest 
where our souls would touch and laugh. 
Just a little more 
and I'd hold you too tight. 
Or was it more than that? 
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More like the time you cried all night 
ai red, wrinkled, screaming, 
thrashing demon with fists, 
you wouldn't, wouldn't 
stop. 
It took all I had— 
so exhausted-
all the breaths inside me 
kept me from exploding 
red and wild, 
and silencing you myself, 
he breaths slowly swallowed 
all the anger and I, 
I was so ashamed. 
But you are only eight 
vouraud^uSesomanybreaths-
look around you 
lull with fear 
and put the still-warm 
lurry creature, 
dead, 
back in its cage 
nestled in fragrant cedar chips 
You hoped, prayed P 
that no one would know. 
VVe want so much to think 
that explains it— 
that you are only eight-
ut I know your mother 
doesn't quite accept 
that it s not too late. 
She may believe that 
has wrapped°itTe^Paro ° CHannot reach 
and hardened there V°Ur sou' 




A permanent separation 
leaves me alone with idle dreams 
and barren rituals 
I place the icons of her childhood in 
whipped vanilla butter frosting, on a 
chocolate cake 
tiny lit candles drip wax down their 
sullen sides 
a small taste on my finger 
of invisible memories 
later, I shop solitary in department 
stores 
for soft velvet ribboned dresses to 
match her chestnut hair 
lavender macintoshes 
with rubber galoshes 
that she won't want to wear over her 
sneakers 
and a matching pink plastic umbrella 
gifts that I will never wrap 
in patterned paper or tie string round 
or attach helium-filled balloons 
that would delight her 
and her laughter would resonate 
with unspoken joy at our togetherness 
another year has passed 
Spencer <E. Hurst 
CancCCorcf <BCues 
Maintaining old apartment walls, 
can be a real pain: 
laying layer after layer 
of thick, neutral paint, 
with a coarse brush, 
over scratches, and divots, 
and places where a head just dodged 
a heavy object launched with 
murderous intent, 
covering places where someone kicked the wall, 
an anguished, solitary, irrelevant kick, 
or places where someone sat and scratched, 
day after day, 
scratching a message, 
trying to make it stick. 
Pigment sediment, an acrylic fossil record, 
egg shell white, 
eggs left to lie, infertile, 
in barnyard dirt, 
weak, impotent shade, 
desperately trying to cover the damage. 
After awhile, the layers compress 
under the unbearable weight of suffering, 
metamorphic walls, ceasing to be walls at all, 
transformed into the braille of lost souls, 
the aching silence of hieroglyphics, 
shadows cast in stone. 
And the paint becomes so thick, 
that the doors won't close all the way, 
the cabinets stand ajar, 
and the room can't contain itself anymore, 
the room leaks. 
Spencer <E. Hurst 
An VnfamiCiar Tune 
Tonight, the air moves 
but it doesn't feel like wind, 
and the wind chime sings 
an unfamiliar tune. 
I hear car wheels hum 
but I couldn't tell you where, 
night clouds tear themselves apart 
yet I cannot hear their cries. 
While my heart pounds 
though I cannot feel my blood, 
and my pen moves 
toward a place I do not know. 
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<DanieC<F. Louvatf 11 
I, (Penguin 
Waddling to the edge of ice, where 
Water begins, 
I—with dark eyes—burn 
Holes through the clouds, 
Watch the gulls dive, 
Dipping into the schools of fish, 
Scooping meals from the sea, 
Gliding away on angled wings. 
My wings misshapen, unable 
To loft my bulk from the block of Earth 
Whose ice I stroll across every day; 
Rather than shed a tear, I fall into the sea 
Beak first, and the frigid 
Water revives 
My heart, giving rise to my spirit— 
I will soar among the gulls in my own time. 
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(Deborah (Bowman 
And Miss America Stids Wears a Swimsuit 
Man is the hunter; woman is his game: 
The sleek and shining creatures of the chase. 
We hunt them for the beauty of their skins; 
They love us for it. and we ride them down. " 
Alfred. Lord Tennyson 
It was the July of my twelfth summer, 
And I was behind the ironing board, once again, 
faced with a basket 
filled with men's cotton shirts 
dampened to perfection. 
A fan blew my way, 
but I barely felt it 
past the river of heat that rose 
from the iron. I was struggling 
with the sleeves of another white shirt, 
trying to press out every wrinkle 
without adding any more, 
when I heard the shouts 
through the open window. 
There they were, 
my brothers and their friends, 
playing a casual game of baseball 
in the sun-slowed afternoon. 
They shouted at our black cocker spaniel, 
Smokey, who was trying to get in 
on the game by running away 
with the ball. I leaned 
my elbows on the window sill 
and wished for Smokey to ruin 
their fun. He finally gave up his prize 
and contented himself with running 
the bases along with the boys. 
I could hit the ball, too. 
I flipped on the television for company 
and watched Another World as I struggled 




She had always trusted her doctor, 
But this just didn't seem right. 
It will kill the cancer cells, he said. 
She supposed that was true, 
but she could feel 
her other cells dying as well, 
as the hot radiation 
burned through her skin. 
She could imagine her organs 
turning black and curling up 
like crusty leaves burning 
in autumn. 
Everyone had left her alone in the room 
to avoid the very stuff 
they were firing at her. 
She closed her eyes 
and tried to pretend 
she was lying 
on the beach. 
She could feel the sun 
and the smooth sand; 
She could feel the waves 






Yesterday you made me crazy, 
and all the soothing biues 
turned electric red, 
as the words flew out of your mouth 
circled my head, 
then settled in that little space 
behind my eyes, 
where they buzzed angrily all night. 
\ ou're going to make me crazy again today 
I can see it on your face, 
in the set of your chin, 
and the curl of your hair. 
Colors are bleeding, 





Light from the street shone yellow against her white skin, its 
glow cut and scattered by bare, rattling branches and the wire mesh 
of the window screen. Brighter than the moonlight, it cast deep, 
yawning shadows in the sharp angles of her face, under the hard 
ridges of her cheekbones, shading all but the faintest glimmer of her 
deep-set eyes as it faded into the curve of her neck. Below the 
bottom edge of the window sill the deeper darkness of the room 
held tight to the angles of her body, naked under the shadows, as 
she sat and stared out into the yard, the wood of the windowseat 
digging uncomfortably into her bones. As the north wind renewed 
itself rattling the dead limbs and stirring the brittle, frozen grass, 
Robin shivered and pulled her legs tighter to her chest. The cold 
seemed to reach in at her through the glass, creeping across her 
skin, between her toes, down her back and thighs. 
"You should cover up with something," came a half-familiar 
man's voice, making Robin turn around. A tall, thin shadow slowly 
approached her, holding a thick quilt as if to catch the timid 
streetlight filtering through the window. "When the wind woke me 
up, I noticed you were gone. 1 was afraid you d left until I heard the 
shower." For a moment Robin sat with her mouth open slightly, 
her small, dark eyes lost in the depths of her face. Without smiling 
or saying a word she pressed her teeth together and shook her head 
as she turned back to the light. 
From the still warmth behind her, long fingers reached out to 
touch the damp, blue-black hair that hung in loose curls against her 
cheek. Flesitantly the touch moved, tracing its way down her 
jawline, into the hollow of her neck before stopping suddenly as it 
brushed against the standing points of her breasts. Robin flinched 
at the contact and shifted away toward the wall, her stomach tight­
ening as she heard him sigh and sit down beside her on the floor. 
She remembered his name was Daniel. 
"You can't leave with your hair wet like that," he told her gently. 
Against the muted, whispering nightsounds his voice felt warm, 
mixing with the brush of heat from the vent on the floor. For a 
moment Robin considered asking him for the blanket, yet she sai 
nothing, letting the chill work deeper into her body while the wind 
pushed in vain against the front of the house. Even behind the wa s 
she could feel its teeth. 
"I have to go," she said finally, looking down at where he sa 
beside her on the floor. "I'm just trying to get used to the cold 
before I leave." 
"I'd hate for you to go warm." 
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"Please don't take ll personal!}," she ans\\crcd, turning back to 
the wmdm". "I can't sta} here. '\ ou\ c been , Cr} kind to me, but I 
can't sta}." 
"Are you hungr,:7" I hs \\0rds made Robm rcflexh cir reach d0\\ n 
to cover her ribs \\here the} pressed through her skin. "I can make 
you something before }Ou go, ll' no troubl," Do I look that hun• 
gry? She bit her lip and shook her head. She could still smell the 
smoke in her hair from the bar \\here the} had met, where he had 
bought her rich, dark beer and told her storic - bet\\een the rounds. 
But the warmth of the alcohol had long since pa cd, lea, mg her 
stomach empt} and cold. 
"I'm fine," she lied. Outside the streetlight fhckered once, then 
brightened again, nashmg against the ice on the treelimbs. 
"Do you have some\\herc to go tonight?" His strong, narr0\\ 
fingers suddcnl}' pressed against her hand and squeeLcd tight 
before she could pull awa}. 
"Please," she mumbled, drawing her bod} tighter into Hsclf. 
Daniel only sighed and folded his hands m his lap. 
"Where arc }OU sta}'ing torught?" he prodded agam. "It's very 
cold." Robin didn't respond at first, lost m her own thoughts, 
remembering his face in the half-light of the bar. He had been kind 
to her, tempering even his ex ""hen she kne"' he had wanted more, 
more than she was willing to give. But there ,,as something strong 
under the surface, a strength she had clung to \\hiJe pres cd under 
him in the darkness. 
"Can I shm" }OU omethmg7" she asked soft I}, nodding toward 
the night outside. Daruel opened h1s mouth a if to speak as he 
mo,ed up to sit beside her. "Look out there," she urged, leaning 
closer to the glass, her breath fogging light I} o, er the surface. 
•Look across the road, m the shado" of the house across the street,
\,here the light \\On't go."
Daniel stared out, his face sho\,ing nothing, h1s hands carefully 
avoiding her. Robin could see his eyes widen slightl}, then grow 
narrow as he blinked and looked hard once again. He secs, she 
thought \\ith grim satisfaction. He doesn't kno\, ,, hat he secs, but 
Its out there. He kno"s its out there. 
"It's dark," he muttered almost to himself, his tare intent on the 
hado,,s outside. "There may be a cat moHng around, it' hard to 
tell.■ 
"I kno\, what it i ," Robm said, pressing her forehead against the 
cold glass. "He's \\aJling for me. I ha, e to go." Staring out into the 
darkness, Darucl began to speak again, yet his words caught in his 
throat as the streetlight faded again, this time remairung dim as the 
econds fell awar into the rught. "The cats know better than to hunt 
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tonight," she told him as he turned toward her, his eyes seeming to 
reflect her own fear. 
"You're not making sense, Robin," Daniel sighed, his voice 
uncertain. "If you're afraid of someone, then stay here with me. 
Please—" 
"1 just want to be left alone," she interrupted, closing her eyes 
and pressing her skin harder against the glass. 
"Then why are you still here?" As she looked down at him, 
Robin could see the confusion and desire in Daniel's face. For a 
moment she was silent, hesitant to respond. Finally she swallowed 
hard and turned away. 
"Because 1 don't want to leave," she answered, her small, anxious 
voice barely audible. 
"Will you at least let me make you coffee before you go?" With­
out waiting for an answer, he stood and placed the quilt over her 
shoulders, his long hands pressing the soft cotton against her skin, 
the material still warm from his own body. With a last glance out at 
the street he turned and walked back across the room to the door, 
gathering up the pile of her clothes at the foot of his bed. "So you 
won't leave without saying goodbye." Then he was gone, pulling the 
door closed softly behind him. Alone in the room, with the shadows 
closing in on her, Robin dropped her chin to her chest. 
The streelight died slowly, its wan glow shrinking, pulling the 
long shadows of the townhouses farther out across the grass. With 
steady intent the light faded as the wind hissed in steady, bitter 
gusts along the ice and the hunched forms of the cars huddled in 
the street. As if surrendering to the chill force of the night around 
it, the lamp died down to a brief, red-orange ember within the clear, 
glass shell then disappeared. As soon as the dark was full, a deeper 
black seemed to bound out across the pavement, jumping from 
where it had hid, blotting out even the weak moonlight on the 
frozen grass. In long, deliberate strides it spread to the house with 
the shape in its window, the pale, white glint of flesh stark against 
the inner dark. 
Sitting by the window, Robin felt the chill press against her from 
outside. In fear she raised her head to the moonlight, her eyes wet. 
It was suddenly different. Behind the glass she felt anger, anger that 
made her tremble and shrink away, reflexively raising her thin arm 
against the glass. With anger came confusion, a confusion that 
threatened to destroy her, bearing down in great, frigid waves that 
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washed against the bare skin of her face and 
breaths. Choking back her own fear Robin sPam.ing 
bling as she spoke00' 
jams, the „tog „e Ilr ^4™™ 
as she dutchedrten'fd!11' Robj" ur8ed softlV. holding herself still as she clutched the quilt around her shoulders with white-knuckled 
fingers. He was warm for me. It's so cold here—" She could feel a 
flinching pain at her words. a 
I m sorry she whispered, approaching the vague outline of the 
window with her hand outstretched, the edge of the bench digging 
into her knees while she stood and pressed her palm against the 
glass, the surface iron-cold, the moisture around her fingertips 
haloed like frost against the blackness. Outside she could feel 
movement as the night stirred and crowded close to the point of 
contact. Without moving her hand, Robin climbed back onto the 
windowseat, curling up in the corner with her knees up to her chest 
As she rested her forehead next to her hand on the glass, the ques- ' 
Hons pressed into her again. 
Sometimes it's not enough," she sighed, closing her eyes. "With­
out him I wouldn't have made it through the night. You know that" 
Again the pain returned. Robin could only shake her head and 
shiver. The air from the furnace vent had stopped, leaving the room 
cool and deathly still. 
As the silence deepened, she thought of the warm summer 
nights, her back pressed against the sweet, damp grass, the open sky 
stretching out above her. Naked under the stars she would lie awake 
and smg softly to herself with the katydids, letting the shadows 
gather softly around her. Cradled, protected from the droning of 
the mosquitoes she would lay between the soft, gently breathing 
earth and the vast, empty curve of the sky, lost in the arms of night, 
lulled to sleep by its low voice and the faint touch on her body. 
"You can't help me now," Robin murmured. "You can't fight the 
season. It would take me from you. It would take me farther than 
this man ever could." Sighing again she pulled the quilt tighter 
around her knees, her head aching from the cold of the window, her 
hand painfully cramped, her fingers numb with cold. This time the 
question came from outside with frightening force, making the fine 
s on the back of her neck bristle. For a moment she was silent, 
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washed against the bare skin of her face and arms like pant mg 
b�eaths. Chokmg back her m,n fear, Robm stumbled a\,a} from the 
wmdowseat and gathered the quilt around her chest, bllmg her hp 
unril the thin, harp taste of blood \\ ashed o, er her tongue. 
"I'm coming soon," she explained to the \,mdow, her Ja\, trem­
bling as she spoke. "He's taken my clothes,·1 ha,c 10 wa11." Ihe 
tense, angl"} rught paused, wa, ered, then seemed to break, } ct the 
darkness onJ} deepened behind the \,indm,. It \,as still there, 
waiting, the questions unspoken making the air heavy bet\\een 
them. 
"I needed him tomght," Robin urged soft I}', holding herself still 
as she clutched the quilt around her shoulders \\llh \,hue-knuckled 
finger . "lie was warm for me. It's so cold here- " She could feel a 
flinching pain at her \,ords. 
"I'm sorr,.," she \,h1spered, approaching the ,.tgue outline of the 
\,indow \,1th her hand outstretched, the edge ol the bench digging 
into her knees \,hile she stood and pressed her palm against the 
glas , the surface iron cold, the moisture around her fingerllps 
haloed like frost against the blackness. Outside she could feel 
mo,ement as the night s11rred and cro\,ded close to the point of 
contact. Without mo, mg her hand, Robin climbed back onto the 
\\lndowseat, curling up m the corner \,1th her knees up to her chest. 
As she rested her forehead next to her hand on the glass, the ques­
tions pressed mto her agam. 
"Sometunes It's not enough," she sighed, closing her e}es. "With­
out him I wouldn't hme made it through the night. You knm, that." 
Again the pain returned. Robin could onl} shake her head and 
hi\er. The air from the furnace vent had stopped, leaving the room 
cool and deathlr suJJ. 
A the silence deepened, she thought of the warm summer 
night , her back pressed against the S\,eet, damp grass, the open sky 
stretching out above her. 'aked under the stars she would lie awake 
and smg oftlr to herself w11h the kat} d1ds, letting the shado" 
gather oftly around her. Cradled, protected from the droning of 
the mosquitoes he \,ould la} bet\,cen the soft, gent Ir breathing 
earth and the \'ast, empty cune of the sk}, lost m the arms of rught, 
lulled to sleep b> 11s low ,01ce and the famt touch on her bod}'. 
•You can't help me no\,," Robm murmured. "You can't fight the
cason. It would take me from > ou. It \\ ould take me farther than 
this man e,cr could." Sighing again she pulled the quilt tighter 
around her knee , her head achmg from the cold of the \,mdow, her 
hand painfully cramped, her fingers numb \,Jth cold. This ume the
question came from outside \,!lh frightening force, making the fine 
hair on the back of her neck bristle. For a moment she was 1Ien1, 
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seemed to grow at her \\Ords, looming up again t her e}CS, huge in
his anger and frustration a he reared up to block out the stars.
Anger and fear mLxed in the heavr, expectant air, tearing at her,
whirling around, makmg her shake her head and cry out in pain. Fo
a moment Robin felt the hard ground fall m,ar, lea\'ing her floating
in the black tempest, held by rage and de peration, offered n�ed 
and trembling to the ym .. ning skr as he fought to hide from its 
terrible face. With her lunbs tiff and numb from the cold she 
gathered her body together into a tight baJI, her fingers locked 
around her knees, her head buried against her bare chest, her eyes 
closed so tight that starbursts flashed in the new darkness behind 
her eyelids. II the while the rught screamed in her cars, helpless to 
save her yet de perate to try. As she began to fade awa}, falling 
deeper into herself, she could feel the shadows begin to break apart, 
their whispers and cries growmg fainter as he tumbled inward 
where even the cold could not reach her. 
Robin slo" I} woke to the brush of ,. .  ind against her face and the 
feeling of warm arms gathered beneath her, the press of Daniel's 
thick flannel shirt rough against her check. She ,.,anted to put her 
arms around him, but they felt like lead, lifeless and cold between 
his bod} and hers. faen her lips felt dead, unable to form words, 
her heavy tongue not capable of sound. Looking up at his face with 
stinging, half-closed C}CS, she could sec the fear there, the way the 
muscles of his Jaw clenched tight as he struggled ,...,ith her weight, 
the tiny rocks on the pavement grating under his shoes. The frozen 
grass cracked and splintered under their collecth c weight as the} 
passed under the naked limbs of the pear tree. Most of au Robin 
noticed the streetlight's glare cutting into the darkness across the 
street, sudden]} as harmless and far awa} as the waning gibbous 
moon. Satisfied, she rested her head against Daniel's shoulder as he 
carried her into the house, no longer listening for the sound of the 
night-hunters. 
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